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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The central finding of the report is that OETC has
accomplished its missions It has graduated a highly mntivated
group of OESOs who have been successful in implementir-, organi-
zational development operations in the U.S. Army. There is evi-
dence that instruction at OETC continues to improve. Comparison
of 1977 and 1978 graduates of OETC indicates that 1978 students
rate themselves significantly more competent on 80 of 88 knowl-
edge and functional consulting skills, a level of improvement
which is itself highly statistically signifi-ant (p < .001).

Six major issues concerning the future development of OETC
were identified by Army respondents:

1. Mission Accomplishment. OETC students need additional
training in methods which can increase the probability that OE
operations produce measurable mission accomplishment outcomes
for client units. Sub-issues perceived to impact on OESOs'
ability to demonstrate mission accomplishment results included:

a. evaluation. OETC students need additional training
in measures and methods for evaluating OE operations.

b. implementation. OETC needs to place greater
emphasis on OBSO completion of OE operations to increase the
likelihood that improvement options identified in assessment
and planning phases are in fact implemented by clients.

c. sociotechnical methods. OETC students need addi-
tional training in management and organizational consultation
methods which deal with more than just "people problems."
Techniques identifed as "sociotechnical" focused on task
management (e.g., analysis of work flows, job redesign andenrichment, planning methods, operation4researchand sys-
tems analysis (ORSA), development of maqagement information
and control systems, cost benefit analydis, and changes in
organizational structure).

d. prescription. OETC should encourage students to
function as staff officers in offering expert advice where
appropriate.

2. standards. OETC needs to develop an empirically-based
task and skills analysis for the OBSO position.

•.is
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3. Reality. OETC needs to develop more Army-based teaching
materials and cases which can provide students w.th realistic
examples of effective OE practice with Army organizations.

4. Specialization. OETC needs to provide some specialized
training for students going to different MACOMS, or at minumum,
for students going to TRADOC training billets as opposed to OESO
consultant jobs.

5. Management of 0 Offices and Operations. OETC students
and OETC-trained managers of OESOs need training in how to
manage internal professional service organizations.

6. Length of the OETC Course. Some observers believe that
the OETC course should be lengthened, an option which is
currently constrained by available resources.

The report makes the following recommcndations:

1. More time in the OETC curriculum should be devoted to
task-oriented sociotechnical intervention methods and evaluation
techniques.

2. OETC should recruit faculty with academic and practical
consulting experience in these areas, and in case methods of
instruction.

3. OETC should increase the use of realistic c:.-..e studies
which require students to formulate and prescribe rpecific
recommendations for improving unit task performance.

4. OETC should develop an empirically based ONSO competency
model based on the most effective OESOs now practicing, and use
this model to develop reliable and valid objective measures of
compejency which can serve in making student selection,
appraisal# and graduation decisions.

5. OBTC should encourage OETC faculty..and graduate OESO
professional development in technostructursl and evaluation
methods.

6. OETC should consider developing separate programs for
students who will function primarily as trainers in TRADOC
service schools rather than as consultants, and improve orien-
tations for OESOs going to staff as opposed to line units.

7. OETC should include in the OETC curriculum a module on
the management of consulting groups and operations.

-ii-.......



INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE

This report presents the results of an assessment of the
U.S. Army Organizational Effectiveness Training Center (OETC)
at Ford Ord, California as of 31 June 1978. -The purpose of
this assessment was to provide OETC command, faculty and staff
personnel, as well as others concerned with the policy and
future of the Army's Organizational Effectiveness program, with
formative evaluation data of potential use in improving the
OETC's instructional programs and operations. In the spirit of
the Army's OB program, the findings presented here are intended
to "make a good organization better," not to render a summary
judgment.

!o , ...- - -... ~ ...- ----



BACKGROUND

The OETC is a U.S. Army service school tasked with training
Organizational Effectiveness Staff Officers (OESOs), Army
personnel who provide internal organizational development (or
"organizational effectiveness"--OE) consulting services to line
and staff units throughout the Army as authorized by Army Regu-
lation AR NO 600-76. Most students are regular Army officers
in the grades of 03 (Captain) through 05 (Lt. Colonel), although
a few civilians and noncommissioned officers have attended the
course. Almost all OETC students have college degrees and many
have masters level training. OETC conducted its first class in
1975, and to date has graduated 346 OESOs. Classes have con-
sisted of between 30 and 60 students, and current plans call for
the OETC to train five classes each year. Included as Appendix A
are fact sheets, published by the OETC, which describe its
current organizational structure, curriculum, and operations.

-2
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DATA COLLECTION METHODOLOGY

Findings in this report are based on three sources:
interview data, questionnaire data, and OETC historical data.

1. Ipnterview data. Approximately 150 respondents from five
constituent groups familiar with OETC's mission and operations
were interviewed between April and June 1978. Respondent groups
included:

• OETC command, faculty and staff personnel, and current
students (Appendix B summarizes the OETC respondent
sample and data collection schedules)l

* OBSO graduates of the OETC engaged in OZ activities in
Army organizationsa

* attendees of the June 1978 General. Officers Steering
Committee on Organizational Effectiveness--Department of
the Army, TRADOC, FORSCOM, MACOM, and major service
school representatives who formulate the policy for the
Army's OB program;

* "client" recipients of OE services--Army commanders and
agency chiefs who have received consultation services
from OESOs1 and

* external academic and research observers of the OETC,
from the Army Research Institute, American Council on
Education, Navy Post-Graduate School, and Stanford
University.

While time constraints on the number of days (12) and total
period (90 days between April and June 1978) available for data
collection did not permit a formal stratified random sampling
design (except for OETC respondents, interv -ew subjects were
"targets of opportunity" contacted at meetings and conferences
held for other purposes), the author is rea onably confident
that the sample accurately reflects the Army OE community. Most
major actors (those nominated by other respondents as 'people
you ought to talk to") in the sociometric network were Included

',. in the sample. Interview data also appeared to meet Flanagan's
(1954) criteria for exhaustiveness, When 100 additional inter-
view statements yield 3 or fewer items of significance, further
interviews are not cost effective. Interview data proved highly
convergent as to the issues facing OETC and the Army's OE pro-
gram, although not as to how respondents would resolve these
issues.

-3-



A tabular summary of interview respondents by group is pre-
sented in Table 1. Group and individual interview respondents
were asked five open-ended questions, then queried for specific
examples or evidence to support opinions or assertions made in
response to any question. The interview questions and protocol
used are presented in Table 2.

2. Questionnaire data. OETC developed questionnaires
which asked OETC students to evaluate the OETC curricula,
faculty, and their own competence in key areas were administered
on a pre-course and post-course (five classes) basis to a total
(post-course) N of 191 respondents. OETC routinely administers
pretest instruments to classes on arrival, and post-tests Just
prior to graduation. A tabular summary of survey respondents
by class, pre/post administration, and demographies is presented
in Table 3. Sample pre- and post-course instruments are pro-
vided in Appendix C. (The survey instruments administered to
the various classes differed slightly. Most items were compara-
ble; responses to the few items not comparable were discarded.)

Responses to quantitative items were keypunched and reduced
to standard descriptive statistics. Written responses were
content-analyzed and similar comments tabulated by frequency.

3. OETC historical data included curriculum materials,
program ;f instruction outnnes, contract records and other
administrative data available in OETC files. (See Appendix B,
p. 4 for a list of source materials.)

At this point in the report, five observations should be
made about the data presented here.

1. A distinction must be made between data pertaining
strictly to 0ETC and Jata on OESO and OE progam performance.
Many oq the observations in this report concern the performance
of OESOs after they graduate from OETC, and/or the effectiveness
of the Army's 03 program as a whole. Directly or by implica-
tion, data in the latter two categories are attr-buted to OETC.
In one sense this is fair, as OETC has by 41r the most influen-
tial factor in the development of OESOs andutheir subsequent
practice. In some cases, however, it is qu stionable whether
OETC should be held responsible for personnel and activities
over which it has no control.

2. Most data are essentially subjective. Most data avail-
able to the author consisted of what Army 03 program personnel
think, feel, or believe about OETC, its curricula and faculty,
and their own competency in requisite organizational consulting
skills. Survey responses are similarly limited to subjective
self-reports; very few objective data on the knowledge or

"-4-
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TABLE 1

Interview Respondents by Group

' I. OETC*
a. Command Group 2

b. Facult: and Staff (individ-
"ual and group interviews)

* Training 12
v Training Development 4
* Training Concepts 5

Evaluation 5
* Operations and admin-

Latration 3
29

c. Students (class 2-78) 31 62

2. OESOs*
a. Group Interviews 41
b. Individual Interviews 16 57

3. General OWficers Steering Committee/Policy*
Personnel

a. Group Interviews 12
b. Individual Interviews 7 19

4. Client Recipients oZ OE Services 8

5. Exterfial Observers
a. ARI 3
b. ACE 2
c. Other 2 7

TOTAL 153

Note: An estimated 10-15 respondents who were members of more

than one of these groups zay have participated in more than 1
group interview and herce been counted twice in this tabulation.

• -5-



TABLE 2

OETC Curriculum Assessment

Group Interview Questions for
Practicing OESO Graduates of OETC

On the basis of your actual experience as an OESO. looking back
at what you learned at OETC:

1. What have you found most valuable or practically useful?

2. What have you found least valuable or disfunctional?

3. What do you think the ORTC curriculum should add or spend
MORE time on if it is revised?

S.................................... .. '.........-.-..--.-



Table 2 (continued)

4. What do you think OETC should delete or spend LESS time on?

5. Do you have any other suggestions as to how the OETC
curriculum could be improved (e.g., new or different learning
materials, training staff or external presentors, practicum
experiences, etc.) to better prepare OESO's for the actual work
they will do with client commands?

-7-
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TABLE 3

Sample Groups Responding to Pre-Course and Post-Course
Student Surveys

Class Pre-Course Survey Post-Course Survey

I - 1977 N.A. 45

II - 1977 51 50

III - 1977 42 32

1 - 1978 35 36

11 - 1978 58 28

TOTAL N - 196 191

N.A.- no pre-course survey was administered to this classi
neither pre-course nor post-course surveys were
administered to 1975 or 1976 OETC classes.

Demographic Data for OESO Post-Course Questionnaire
Respondent Classes 1/77, 2/77, 3/77, 1/78, and 2/78

Absolute
Frequency Percentage

Rank 0-2 (ILT) ~1 *0.5
0-3 (CT) l9 57.1
0-4 (MAJ) 55 28.8
0-5 (LTC) 12 6.3
E-7-9 2 1.0
Civilian 8 4.2
Other 4 2.1

Total 191 100.0

(continued)
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Table 3 (continued)

Education B.A. 44 23.0
B.A.+ *some 60 31.4
graduate iiork"

1M.A. 58 • 30.4
M.A.+ "graduate 25 13.1
work beyond M.A."

Ph.D. 0 0.0
Other 4 2.1

191 100.0

Years Service less than 5 1 0.7
5-9 54 35.5
10-14 60 39.5
15-19 27 17.8
20-24 7 4.6
25 or more 3 2.0

152 100.0

N.A. 39

191

"Absolute
Frequency Percenta•e

Branch

Combat Arms Infantry 70 36.6
Armor 7 3.7SArtillery 2•,, 15.2(including Air De-

llense Artillery)
•es.Ariler) ii

Subtotal 106 55.5

(continued)
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Table 3 (continued)

Support Engineering 6 3.1
Chemical 2 0.1
Military Police 6 3.1
Signal Corps, 3 1.6
Intelligence 4 2.1
Transport 7 3.7
Medical 7 3.7
AG 31 16.2
Quartermaster 3 1.6
Other 16 8.4

Subtotal 65 44.5

TOTAL 191 100. 0

--10-
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skills of OESO graduates of OETC are available. On many issues,
subjective assessments, the cumulative perceptions and judgments
of the Army's most experienced OE personnel, are the data.
Therefore, in most cases, respondent statements are quoted di-
rectly (although, to ensure anonymity, not by name) to minimize
interpretive bias in reporting data. The author attempted to
check the accuracy of respondent perceptions against objectiveevidence wherever possible# and to clearly identify assertionswhich could neither be verified nor refuted.

3. Data indicate a marked absence of consensus. There is
a striking lack of consensus among respondents about what skills
are most important for an ORSO to have, how OETC can best accom-
plish its mission, or what O operations should emphasize.

The clearest discrepancy, mentioned here because it will
recur throughout the report, is between what several respondents
characterized as the "interpersonal process" versus "task" wings
of OETC and the O community. The process wing is identified
as primarily oriented to personal growth, feelings, people, and
interpersonal interventions; the task wing, to job performance,
systems, and mission accomplishment results. OESOs of the proc-
ess persuasion assert that "The most important thing OETC can
do is provide more time in the curriculum for personal growth,
developing a personal power base, because that's what you really
need to survive in this job." Those of the results persuasion
argue equally vehemently that personal awareness in).uts should
be cut to an absolute minimum, communications and cc •sulting
skills should be "taught as skills needed to get sov.R'thing done,
not as values or ends in themselves," and that more time in the
OETC curriculum should be devoted to such "hard inputs" as socio-
technical and evaluation methods. (It should be noted that these
divergent views also exist in the civilian OD community and
academic literature.)

In general, earlier OETC c.asses tended to be mote process-
oriented than later classes have beenp OETC staff and students
tend to be more process-oriented than GOSCp.DA, TRADOC, FORSCOM,
and other MACOM policy makers, and the lonjer they are in the
field, the more OS30 tend to move toward ajmission accomplish-: ment orientation.

This lack of consensus on the fundamental objectives and

methods of O is responsible for much of the variance of opinion
"on other issues in the Army O program. Where significant num-
bers of respondents disagree, both majority and minority views
are presented in this report, with the author's best Judgment
where appropriate.

4. Data represent bothmajor and minor issues. The data
collection effort elicited a large volume of strongly felt opin-
ions about every aspect of OETC. Certain major issues surfaced



in almost every respondent group and those considered to be most
important for OETC policy planning are emphasized in the first
part of the report. The second part of the report provides
detailed comments on specific components of the OESOC and ORTC
administration.

S. There is time lag in respondent Perceptions of OETC.
OETC is something of a moving target: Many respondents' percep-
tions of what the school in doing, or should be doing, lag the
reality of current curricula or operations. As a result, the
OETC is frequently criticized for policies or conditions' it has
already corrected. Data are reported here as they were stated,
but an attempt has been made to identify instances in which a
lag in perceptions appears to exist. The action implication for
the school in these cases may be increased publicity about
OETC's current curricula and activities through the OB Communique
or at OE Conferences.

-12-
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FINDINGS

Report findings are organized below in five categories.

9 Malor Issues: findings which repeatedly emerged as
concerns in all respondent groups, and which appear to
have significant policy implications for OETC or for the
Army's OE program as a whole

* The OETC Curriculum: strengths, weaknesses, and
recommendations identified by respondents specific weeks
and modules in the nBSOC

9 The OETC Faculty &d 3jtaff: strengths, weaknesses, and
recommendations pertaining to OETC directorate personnel

*OETC Organization and Administration: strengths,
weaknesses, and recommendations conce ing the OETC's
organizational structure and administra ive operations

* Summary

Major Issues

1.0 Mission Accomplishment: the need for increased emphasis
at OETC on mission accomplishment.

The single most often cited need for OETC and for the Army's
OE program as a whole is to increase emphasis on the teaching
and documenting of how OESOs and OE techniques can impact mis-
sion asccomplishment. This issue represents the "bottom line"
for all OE activities and can serve to introduce most of the
other major findings of the present report. Sub-issues here
include (1) evaluation of OE operations; (4 incomplete i -_
mentation of 0' operations; (3) sociotechnigal (and other task-
oriented) 0 methods; and (4) the prescrlptlon--the degree to
which OESOs are willing and able to provide expert advice to
clients.

The full spectrum of 0 respondents appears to espouse the
value that, "It's not enough to just leave 'em feeling good--
you have to produce some kind of results that the .client can
see, otherwise he will ultimately be dissatisfied, and sooner
or later O itself will fail." Data suggest few practicing
OESOs actually operate on the basis of this belief or

-13-



convincingly convey it to their clients: By both OESOs and
their clients, mission accomplishment is ranked fifth out of
five outcomes expected, and by client recipients, it is ranked
tenth out of ten outcomes actually achieved by O interventions.
In fact, the impact of 03 programs on mission accomplishment
(combat readiness and overall readiness) is rated as slightly
negative--2.2 on a scale on which 1 w very negative, 3 - neutral,
and 5 - very positive--most likely because the time spent on O0
activities is necessarily time subtracted from normal unit oper-
ations (ORTC Preliminary Phase II Report, 1977, pp. 35, 92-93).

These data, cited by skeptics of the OE program as the tost
serious indictment of OESO/03 program performance, require fur-
ther examination. First, they do not mean that most OE inter-
ventions are not successful: Phase II data indicate 90 percent
of clients perceive positive results from their 01 operations,
primarily in the areas of better teamwork (albeit small),
better use of resources, better communication, and greater
commitment to the organization. Seventy-five percent of these
clients would use O services again. Clients' subordinates see
no noticeable changes in operations as a result of 03 interven-
tions, but do report increased responsiveness on the part of
their superiors; 56 percent of these subordinates would consider
further contact with OE (OETC Preliminary Phase II Report, 1977,
pp. 90-92). Given these positive data, the question becomes
why the perceived gains from O interventions do not impact
positively on mission accomplishment outcomes.

Second, it can be questioned whether these out e results
differ from those for similar organizational devel ant inter-
ventions performed by civilian consultants in IndL tal or
other organizational settings. A recent reanalysi. 3pencer &
Cullen, 1978, p. 156) of the published OD evaluation studies
(Cummings et al., 1977; Pate et al., 19761 White & Mitchell,
1976), some results of which are presented in Table ', suggests
that rpported OD interventions do have a higher success rate in
producing positive changes in task performance. (It should be
observed, however, that only successful change efforts tend to
be published--Cummings at al., 1977).

Third, if Army OSO/03 programs are les• likely to succeed
in impacting task or mission performance, it must further be
asked whether this is due to the absence of good criterion
outcome measures for many Army unit missionsi to the inability
of OESOs to demonstrate the link between their activities and
outcome results (i.e., to evaluate their programs)l to OESO
performance; or to the intervention methods 0ESOs are taught
and use.

Finally, it must be determined what, if any, action OCTC
should take in response to these findings. And it should be

-14-



TABLE 4

Organizational Development Intervention Effects on
People, Mixed People/Task, and Task Outcomes

Using Performance and Attitude Measures
In Three Reviews of OD Evaluation Studies
(Cummings et al., 19771 Pate et al., 19761

and White & Mitchell, 1976)

Result

Positive Mixed Negativ/Zero

Per •ormance
Measures

o Task 87.50 (49) 0.0% 12.5% (7)

0 Mix 87.0 (27) 0.0 13.0 (4)

* People 74.0 (20) 0.0 16.0 (7)

Attitude,
Measures

"* Task 55.0% (11) 20.0% (4) 25.0% (5)

"* mix 60.0 (6) 20.0 (2) 20.0 (2)

"* People 92.0 (11) 8.0. (1) 0.0

,!I
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noted that the very attempt to evaluate OETC, OESOs, and the OE
program in terms of mission accomplishment holds all three to
higher standards than have been asked of most other nontechnical
Army training courses. As one respondent observed: "No one has
tried to evaluate the Advanced Course or Command and General
Staff College in terms of combat readiness. The very fact that
OE training and activities are being held to these standards is
a credit to the program."

1.1 Evaluation

The second most frequently cited need for ORTC and the OE
program was to increase emphasis on evaluation: to "teach
OESO how to contract for outcomesl; get clientc to formulate
specific problem statements and what would constitute improve-
ment in quantitative terms; measure results, the importance of
doing it, and how to summarize the cost/benefit returns on OE
operations in ways meaningful to clients and others in the
Army." It is widely perceived that few if any OESOs evaluate
their operations. This assertion could not be empirically as-.
sessed. The studies reported by Adams (1978), Emington (1978),
and Ft. Polk researchers indicate that some evaluations of OE
efforts have in fact been completed, but such evaluations are
rare indeed. The most commonly cited reasons for OESO failure
to evaluate OE interventions are (1) lack of emphasis on or
training in evaluation, methodologies at OETC1 (2) lack of clar-
ity about the goals and objectives of OE operations and the O0
Srogrami arid (3) lack of good measures of effectivoess in mili-
ary organizations.

Numerous respondents observed that the current ETC curricu-
lum devotes very little time to evaluation. This . !rception is
supported by an analysis of the hours allocated to subjects in
the April 1978 OETC Program of Instruction (POX), presented in
Table 5. A total of three and a half hours is devoted to "Eval-
uatioq ,nd Follow-up Methodologies," only 3 percent of the time
given to the APIE application skills (assessment, planning,
implementation, and evaluation) and .6 percent of the total
course. It is not surprising that with this preparation, OESOs
spend little time evaluating their operatigqs.

1 Beginning with Class 5-78, OETC students receive one day of
instruc'ion on contracting for evaluation of outcome criteria.
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TABLE 5

Analysis of Hours Devoted to Topics in the
, I OETC Curriculum (April 1978 POI)

2 of
Total

* Course
Category April 1978 POI Description hours Hours

1. Systems Theory Organizational Systems Theories

Introduction to General Systems 2.0
Theories

Large Systems Concepts and Strategies 2.0
Environmental Subsystem 2.0
Goals and Values Subsystem 2.5
Technological Subsystem 3.5
Structural Subsystem 2.0
Psychosocial Subsystem 2.0
Managerial Subsystem 2.0
Organizational Systems Analysis 8.0

and Change
Organizational Issues Analysis 2.5

System Examination 1.0

Subtotal 29.5 5.OX

2. Leadership Organizational Effectiveness Staff
(the LMDC Officer Skill Development
course)

Leadership and Management Development 36.0
Course

Leadership and Management Development 3.5
Course Structure and Content

Leadership and Management Development 3.5
Course Design and Logic

Organizational Effectivenes and 3.5
Leadership and Hanagemnt l

Development Concepts
" Leadership and Management Development 11.0

Course Preparation and Practice
*.Leadership and Management Development 2.0

Course Competency Examination

Subtotal 59.5 11.0%

, - 17-
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Table 5 (continued)

Z of
Total

Course
Category April 1978 PSI Description Hours Hours

3. Human Behavior Human Behavior in Organizations
(HBO) ("Indi-
vidual Week") Individual Perception 3.5

Formation of Attitudes 3.5
Profesuional Goals and Personal

Values 10.5
Personal Influence 3.5
Socialisation Process 3.5
Methods of Learning 3.5
Individual Behavior 7.0
Conflict Management 14.0
Leadership in Organizations 7.0
Examination 2.0

Subtotal 58.0 11.0%

4. Group Process Formation and Functioning of
(Workshop/ Groups 17.0
Structured Small Group Training Skills 24.5
Experience Design and Facilitation of

Structured Experiences 20.0
Examination 2.0

Subtotal 63.5 12.0%

5. Application
Skills

- Assessment Technologies 61.0 11.0%
(50Z)

Planning Techniques 24.0 5.01
(20Z)

Implementation Stratesies 31.5 6.0)(262)
Evaluation and Follow-Up Methodologies 3.5 0.61

(32)
Examination 2.0

Subtotal 122.0 22.01

J -18-
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Table 5 (continued)

Z of
Total

Course ¶

Categry April 1978 POI Description Hours Hours

6. FMX Field Training Exercise

Field Training Exercise 200.0
Tield Training Exercise Critique 7.0
Coa lin•rent 3.5
Examination 3.5

Subtotal 214.0 39.0Z

TOTALI 546.5 100.0%

Smeary (excluding IFTX hours)

Cto Hours Percentage

"People Circle"
Inputs

o HBO: 58.0
o LMDC: 59.5

- 117.5 35% v

Group Process 63.5 192

Systems 29.5 92

Applications 122.0 37%
Skills -

332.5 41100%

1 Excludes administrative out-processinS hours in final week of course.

-19-
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The absence of criterion outcome measures for such elusive
states as operational and combat readiness is frequently cited
as the prime reason OESOs have trouble demonstrating that OE
programs work. For example, the Phase II Evaluation Report
(OETC, 1977, p. 88) concludes, "There is very little agreement
as to how the effectiveness of military organizations is or
should be measured...it appears that each individual has a
somewhat different set of criteria."

Measurement of program impact is indeed a difficult problem
(not just in military organizations), but more measures of
mission accomplishment do exist than are being used. Army
units keep a wealth of statistics on operations and personnel
(e.g., ARTEP and IG inspection scores, OR a:_ deadline reports,

PT and SQT test results, TA 50 losses, budgets, accident rates,
promotions,. awards, NaP and other disciplinary actions in a
variety of categories, and retention rates). Forty-seven candi-
date measures were found at two Army installations (Spencer,
Klemp, G Cullen, 1977, pp. 101-109); evaluators at Ft. Polk have
used 37 different operationalized sad quantitative measures of
organizational effectiveness. Pretest/post-test comparison of
survey scores offer OESOs a simple quantifiable measure of tho
impact of an OE intervention (Adams, 1978), particularly when
survey scores can be validated against much criteria as reten-
tion rates. Experimental designs using units receiving OE
assistance compared with control groups in combined arms (CAS),
engagement (ES), REALTRAIN, and other simulations provide
additional opportunities for measurement. It follows that the
absence of mission accomplishment measures is not an insurmount-
able obstacle to demonstrating the effectiveness of OS0/OE
program efforts. The more probable hypothesis is that OESOs
have not been motivated and/or taught how to relate positive
process results of OE (e.g., better communication or resource
utilization) to mission accomplishment problems and outcomes,
clearly evaluate these outcomes, and communicate evaluation
results to clients.4

A more difficult policy question is what outcomes OESOs
and OE programs should be attempting to achieve in which Army
organizations: which goals should oe acco ed highest priority,
which are most realistic, and which can pr Ouce the greatest
return to the Army on its investment in OE. One accepted answer
is that OR should impact positively on combat readiness through
interventions with line units. Several senior officers ques-
tioned this basic assumption. One argued:

"OR is not being used where it could be of most value:
in the industrial base or administrative infrastructure of
the Army--transport, supply, maintenanCe--where performance
measures exist and cost benefit measurement techniques,
developed through long experience in industry, are available.
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Instead, by focusing OE on line units, OSSOs are working with
organizations which fundamentally are not doing anything--
except perhaps training. In the last century, even given
all the wars in which the U.S. has been involved, line units
were employed only 10 percent of the time. The Army's
administrative-management infrastructure, by comparison, is
employed 100 percent of the time, spends most of the Army's
money, and is most in need of help. If you really want to
improve combat readiness, focus on this industrial base."

A second accepted answer is that OE should focus on "making
good units better," which many OESOs interpret as an injunction
to work only with "healthy" clients.

The Phase II report notes that 70 percent of Army respond-
ents strongly favor focusing OE efforts on poor and marginal
units. Yet "well over half" of respondent OESOs reported
declining work in marginal units, either because they did not
feel they were prepared or had the methods to work with poorly
performing organizations, or because they felt it was a waste
of their time. Evaluation studies (Bowers, 1973) indicate that
organization development techniques (survey-guided development,
process consultation, T-groups, and data handback) are actually
detrimental to high performing organizations (those in the 75 -
100 percentiles on climate surveys), yet effective with average.
(25th - 75th percentile workgroups), which improved with survey-
guided development metbods, and with below average organizations
(0 - 25 percentile workgroups), which improved with process
consultation interventions. These data strongly supplort the
Phase II Evaluation Report recommendation that OETC should pre-
pare and encourage OESOs to work with poor and marginal units.
OETC has adopted this approach with recent classes.

The goals of tVe OE program are a policy concern for key
decisionmakers at the GOSC level. Despite the existemce of
policy statements such as AR600-76, what is very clear from
interview data is that many OESOs feel they either do not know
or differ considerably on what these goals are: "No one has

k ever figured olt what OE is really supposed to dor there are as
"many objectives for the 03 program as there.are OESOs."

1.2 Implementation of OE Operations

Can documented aspects of OSO performance account for the
paucity of mission accomplishment results? A telling finding
of the OETC Phase II evaluation on the process of typical 0O
programs was that most OE operations (the figure cited by OETC
Evaluation Directorate respondents was 70 percent) do not go
beyond assessment and feedback (p. 34). If a substantial
majority of OE efforts terminate before implementation (Step 3
of the OETC/OE espoused four-step APIS process of assessment,
plannng,implementation, and evaluation), failure to find
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mission accomplishment outcomes is not surprising. Again,
respondents attribute this failure to complete OE operations to
the emphasis placed on each step in the APIE Sequence in the
OETC curriculum: "Seventy percent of what those guys are taught
is assessment and planning, so naturally what they spend most
of their time doing is assessment and planning." The Table 5
analysis of application skills subject hours provides some sup-
port for this hypothesis: Of the hours allocated, assessment
receives 50 percent, planning 20 percent, implementation 26 per-
cent, and as noted, evaluation 3 percent. Further, what is
taught under "implementation. skills" consists either of workshop
formats (team building, transition, role clarification, respon-
sibility charting, creative problem solving) actually used to
facilitate client identification and planning of implementation
alternatives, or short training modules (time management, meeting
management), not how to help clients actually implement selected
alternatives. Student perceptions of their knowledge and func-
tional skill competence in the successive steps of the APIE
process are directly proportional to the emphasis placed on each
step in the OETC curriculum (see Tables , 7, and 8).

1.3 Sociotechnical (and Other "Task-Oriented") Methods

Can the OE methods 0ES0s are taught at OETC and use account
for the lack of impact on mission 6ccomplishment outcomes? The
third most frequently cited need is for OETC to teach students
more "sociotechnical" intervention methods, such as organiza-
tional design, job redesign or "enrichment," strategic policy
analysis and planning, or ORSA methods.

Both interpersonal process and task-oriented respondents
concur that more training in sociotechnical methods would be
desirable in the OBTC curriculum. The task wing strongly feels
that OETC significantly underemphasizes these skills, that this
is a major reason that most OE operations fail to show mission
accomplishment results, and that personal awareness and inter-
personal process parts of the curriculum should be cut to make
room for more modules on sociotechnical methods. The process
wing strongly believes that personal awarenqss parts of the
course are crucial:

"Ultimately, it is the competency of the OESO him/her-
self which determines whether or not he or she is effec-
tive. The personal power and some sort of 'charisma,
students get at OETC is a great source of strength--it's
the only thing that keeps them going, trying to start a
radically new and marginal program in an uncertain and
often hostile environment. If you delete the personal
growth parts of the OETC program, you'll kill the school--
and graduates of this place will become just another set
of staff officers, instead of the dedicated, motivated,committed people we are producing now."
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TABLE 6

Frequency and Trends in Student Perceptions of
OETC Curricula and Administrative Variables

(from content analysis of qualitative responses
on Post-course Questionnaire)

N 0 191

Frequency Scoresl

Average Average
1-77 2-77 3-77 77 1-78 2-78 78 Trend2

Best prepared for:

1. Assessment .205 .226 .381 .271 .103 .159 .131 --

2. LMDC .137 .055 .190 .127 .138 .105 .122 0
3. Group/Interper- .137 .194 .048 .126 .138 .211 .175 +

monal Skills
4. interviewing .068 .163 .095 .109 .035 .053 .044 -

5. Workshops/ .096 .065 .000 .054 .035 .159 .097 +
Structured
Experiences

Least prepared 3 for:

1. GOQ .629 .125 .154 .303 .385 .334 .360 -
2. Implementation .108 .313 .231 .271 .077 .167 .122 ++
3. Systems. Theory .081 .000 .000 .027 .231 .334 .283 --

4. Workshops/ .027 .125 .231 .128 .000 .167 ,084 +
Structured
Experiences

I Frequency Scores number of times item mentioned / total items mentioned

2 + a Setting better, - Setting worse

3 Sign of 78-77 average score differences reversed because "Ieast prepared"

is a negative scale.

(continued)
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Table 6 (continued)

Average Average
1-77 2-77 3-77 77 1-78 2-78 78 Trendl

Need more time fort

1. GOQ ,298 .050 .250 .200 .222 .222 .222 0
2. Implementation .088 .150 .083 .107 .111 .111 .111 0
3. Overall 4-step .018 .100 .083 .067 .111 .111 .111 +

Process
4. Workshops/ .105 .250 .167 .174 .000 .111 .056

Structured
Experiences

5. Systems Theory .018 .000 .000 .006 .071 .334 .203 ++

Changes:

1. Eliminate .036 .000 .000 .012 .143 .222 .183 .-.
Return
After PTX

2. More Personal .203 .154 .166 .174 .000 .111 .056 -
Time

3. Include .000 .529 1.00 .510 --- -- -- N.A.
Fmilies

Administration Problems:

1. In-Out .357 .176 .000 .178 .429 .625 .456 --

Processing
2. Housing/Trans- .286 .176 .000 .154 .286 .125 .206 -

pqrtation
3. Forwarding .321 .000 .000 .107 .143 .250 .197 --

mail

1 +*moretime, - leose time
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TABLE 7

Student Post-test Questionnaire Evaluation*
of Their Competence in Steps of the
Four-Stop Process (FTX Experience)

I w did not get to it 3 - moderately satisfied
2 0 dissatisfied 4 - very satisfied

77 Class 2-78
Mean Class

Step n w 127 n w 28 Trend t p

M.1. Assessment 3.27 3.93 0 .42 n.s.

M.2. Planning 2.72 3.63 +++ 5.43 .001

M-3. Implementation 2.66 3.15 ... 5.49 .001

M.4. Evaluation 2.83 1.89 -- - 2.47 .01

I

Ott
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TABLE 8

Knowledge and Functional Competency Evaluations
(Student Self-Reports on Post-Course Questionnairesý

OETC 1978 Classes (N - 64)

Rank Item Mean

Knowledie
Items

Strongest 1 the four-stop approach to OE (17) 3.11
2 how to create and use a survey (132) 3.08
3 a systems approach to OE (16) 3.03
4 how to use time/resource planning techniques (K19) 3.01
5 how to use the competency planning system (W20) 2.98

Weakest 1 how individuals become unique individuals 2.76
(perception and cognition) (K24)

2 how to promote OE (K42) 2.79
3 how to get into an organization (K44) 2.79
4 external influences on managers/leaders (K41) 2.79
5 promote responsible risk taking (K27) 2.81

Functional
Skill Items

Itrongest 1 present historyp activities, potential of O0 (73) 3.11
2 present a complete picture of an orgatization (F32) 3.05
3 design and give a survey (F29) 3.05
4 use language to open, predispose constructive 3.05

improvement (724)
5 describe Army Organisatiots in systems terms (74) 3.03

Weakest 1 explain liD relations to OE (Ul 2.76
2 identify clear and measurable ri sults which 2.78

can be accomplished in an organization (FIO) "7
3 uuderstand own needs, demires, behavior (76) 2.79
4 assist others maximize use of tim (712) 2.79
5 assist leader structure, maintains improve 2.82

organization (740)

(continued)
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Table 8 (continued)

Trends in Knowledge and Functional Competenciege
(Student Self-Reports on Post-Course Questionnaires)

1977 to 1978 OETC Classes

1977 1978
Class Class
Means Means
NM K-
127 64 D t p

Knowledge items

Rank Item

Most Improved:

1 OE four-step process WR7) 1.76 3.11 1.35 7.94 >.001
2 conducting course NO43) 1.74 2.83 1.09 6.52 >.001 r

3 gather info from groups C30) 1.87 2.85 .98 6.13 >.001
4 group dynamics (K26) 1.92 2.90 .98 6.03 >.001
5 how individual and group behavior 1.94 2.90 .96 6.04 >.001

affect organizational performance
(C23)

Least Improved:

1 HRD relation to OE (11) 3.53 2.97 -. 56 -3.58 >.001

2 Army Drug and Alcohol Program 3.40 2.88 .52 -3.22 .002
to OE (W2)

3 how to work with other HRD programs(K4) 3.09 2.86 .23 -1.55 n.e.
4 Army RREO program vs. OE (K3) 3.14 2.91 .23 -1.55 n.s.
5 dealing with external influences (U0) 2.97 2.92 .05 -. 34 n.s.

All knowledse Items 2.36 ¶i76 .40 3.61 1.001

(39 of 44 items show significant
improvement)

(continued)
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Table 8 (continued)

1977 1978
Class Class
Means Means
N- N
127 64 D t p

Functional Skill Items

Rank Item

Most Improved:

1 conduct LMDC (038) 1.65 2.95 1.30 6.46 b.001
2 describe Army organization in 1.79 3.03 1.24 7.91 b.001

systems terms (W
3 express myself clearly ("I messages") 1.83 2.97 1.14 7.20 10001

(Fi9)
4 understand others (active listening) 1.83 2.86 1.02 5.09 >.001

(F18)
5 interview others CU27) 1.87 2.89 1.02 6.45 b.001

Least Improveds

1 explain RID OE difference (F1) 3.07 2.82 -. 37 -2.02 b.001

2 action leading to desired outcome (Fll) 2.67 2.85 .18 1.14 n.s.
3 implement personnel planning system 2.59 2.97 .38 2.47 .02

0r14)
4 work with technical experts on 2.42 2.84 .42 2.87 .01

organizational planning (F13)
5 administer and interpret the GOQ (030) 2.42 2.85 .43 2.57 .02

All functional skill items 2.18 2.80 .62 6.06 *.001

(43 of 44 items show significant &-

improvement)

*.1'
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Two conceptually distinct types of OETC inputs are at issue
here: (1) "people"-oriented modules that impact OESO personal
skill comPetencies, versus (2) "task"-oriented modules on
methods OBSOs use with clients. In theory the two types of
inputs should not be mutually exclusive--indeed, most popular
management theory argues that people and task orientations are
separate dimensions and more effective organizational performers
are high on both dimensions (cf. the "9.9" style popularized by
Blake and Mouton, 1964). Practically, however, time and
resource constraints on the OETC curriculum do create a zero sum
allocation dilemma: Any additional time spent on sooioteohnical
methods must come at the expense of time now spent on something
else in the curriculum.

There are research findings to support both interpersonal
process and task-oriented positions. Studies of effective con-
sultants support the concept that consultant competence is the
most important variable (McClelland, 1975; Spencer & Cullen,
1978, pp. 41-49). What has not been demonstrated is whether
personal awareness is in fact-a competency that predicts effec-
tive OE operations. Process oriented respondents argue it is;.
task-oriented respondents assert it is actually detrimental to
OE success. The need to resolve this issue by establishing an
empirical competency basis for the personal skills components
Of the OETC curriculum will be discussed at length under the
heading, Standards.

The studies summarized in Table 4 indicate task-oriented
and mixed (task- and people-oriented) interventions have a
higher probability of producing positive changes in performance
measures; people-oriented interventions have a higher probabil-
ity of producing changes in attitude variables. Sigfried (1975)
has argued that high turnover in military units creates a fre-
quent need for role clarification, articulation of expectations,
and team building to develop cohesion and commitment to common
unit/'organizational goals. Alternatively, Umstot (1978) has
advanced persuasive arguments explaining why sociotechnical
interventions should have more enduring effects in military
organizations characterized by high personoel turnover. The
central thesis is that the effects of "peoj- e" interventions
such as team building or role negotiation dre rapidly erased in
workgroups in which key members are constantly changing.
Socioteohnica! changes such as improved job or organizational
structure designs, conversely, endure longer and are more easily
maintained despite changes in personnel, hence can show greater
effects on mission accomplishment. In either case, interventions
which focus on the attainment of mission accomplishment issues,
as opposed to exclusively interpersonal concerns, are more likely
to produce change in results indices.
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Analysis of the OETC Program of Instruction does provide
support for the task wing's contention that OETC spends rela-
tively more time on intra and interpersonal inputs than on task-
oriented methods.

Table 9 presents analysis of the practical consulting skills
portion (Weeks 5-9) of the current OETC curriculum. This analy-
sis suggests that while most emphasis is placed on techniques
that can focus on both people and task outcomes (53.6 percent),
OETC places relatively more emphasis on individual training and
interpersonal techniques (44.5 percent). Time devoted to
strictly task and organizationally focused methods (1.8 percent)
such as goal setting, planning, or job or organizational design,
should be increased.

The overall analysis of the OETC curriculum presented in
Table 5 also supports the contention that "people circle" inputs
are emphasized over application skills and orzanizational systems
approaches. If time devoted to the FTX pract..cum experience is
not counted, personal awareness inputs receive 35 percent of the
time in the course, 1 and group process inputs 19 percent, or a
total of 54 percent for personal awareness and interpersonal
process concerns, as opposed to 37 percent for ar-plication skills
and 9 percent for organizational systems theory. The figure of

* 9 percent of the OETC curriculum devoted to organizational sys-
tems theory almost certainly overstates the time spent on prac-
tical training in sociotechnical methods. As will be discussed,
most respondents find that while this module acquaints them with
systems theory in the abstract, it does not provide them with
the specific "how to" intervention skills needed tr. implement
sociotechnical methods in client organizations.

Minimal emphasis in OESOm' training on methods *.ihich have a
higher probability of producing task and mission a=zomplishment
results may be one cause of the paucity of performance outcomes.

1 The Human Behavior in Organizations (HBOl~and Leadership
and Management Development Course (LMDC) are considered
"personal awareness" inputs. HBO, called "individual week"
at OETC, consists primarily of units on personal perceptions,
attitudes, values, and processes. LMDC, as will be discussed,
is essentially a communications and personal awareness course.
Group process modules stress group dynamics, the design and
conduct of (primarily intra and interpersonal) "structured
experiences," and training skills.

-30-
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TABLE 9

Days Spent on Alternative OE Techniques in
Practical Consulting Skills Portion of

OETC Course (Weeks 5-10)

People Mixed Task

Individual Organiza-
Training or tional

Interpersonal Focus
Process Focus

General Consulting Skills

* theory, action consul- 1.50
tation model

* contracting .75
* interviewing 3.00
* design of structured 2.00

experiences
* workshop design 1.00
* group facilitation 4.00

Survey-guided Development 3.00

Team Building 2.25
Transition Model .50
Role Clarification .50

Goal Setting and Planning .50
Creative Problem Solving .50
Time Management, Effective .50
Meeting Management
Case Practice (Week 9) 4.00

Institutional Discrimination 1.00

LMDC/L!TDC Practice 2.50

Total Days 12.25 14.75 .50

Percentage 44.50% 53.60% 1.80%

N a 27.5 (The final 2.5 days in Week 10 consist of PT testing
(.5), preparation for and movement to FTX site (1), and sitepreparation (1).

• I' .. .. . . . . . ... • ,-3 1 -



Respondents emphasized that this "sociotechnical"
perspective is needed in both OESOs' assessment and planning/
implementation approaches. Examples of what respondents mean
by "sociotechnical" included:

"How you conceptualize the problem is the key.
Most OESOs only see one kind of problem--communication
or interpersonal relations--so they only ask clients
one type of question: 'Now's your team communication,
sir?' Since most units have some type of communications
problem, even if it's minor and is not really affecting
mission accomplishment, the OESOs can always find a
reason to do the one thing they know how to do: team
building or process consultation. When you have a
hammer, everything looks like a nail. What OETC's got
to get OESOs to do is ask different questions that get
at the real problems, e.g., 'My tank crews keep busting
up the tank gunnery.' If you can get at the real
problem with mission accomplishment, you're much more
likely to be able to show mission accomplishment
results."

"Do you remember the classic industrial psych case
about the restaurant where there was a great conflict
between the waitresses and the cooks because orders
kept getting mixed up, orders got out of sequence so
customers who ordered early got their food late and
cold, etc.? The real problem was that waitresses had
no orderly way of communicating orders to the cý-:,mks in
sequence. The solution was that revolving Oil'Cular
wheel you now see in every restaurant above the serving
window between the dining room and the kitchen, which
waitresses attach their order slips to and cooks pre-
pare in the 9rder they come in. The result was no more
mixed up or late orders--and no more conflict between
waitresses and cooks. What worries me is that many
OESOs we're producing would not think of this--a simple
sociotech solution to the problem. They'd (the OZESOs)
run team building and conflict resolution meetings
between the cooks and the waitresses, 'vause that's all
they're taught to do--or see the need f6r.0

The Week 1 Systems module in the OETC curriculum tells
students to think in sociotechnical or systems terms,"but-most
students apparently receive insufficient practice and reinforce-
ment in the remainder of the course to develop practical
facility in this type of sociotechnical analysis.

In summary, it should be emphasized that the point here is
not that the personal competency portions of the existing OETC
curriculum should be deleted. Rather, (1) more time should be
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devoted to methods which can impact on mission accomplishment
results, and (2) OETC and OESOs must clearly distinguish the
attitudes, values, and techniques appropriate for development
of personal consulting skills from those appropriate for goal-
directed work with clients. To paraphrase AR-600-76, "a dis-
tinction must be made between viewing OE as a form of individual
development...and OE as a means of systems improvement"
(p. 1-2).

1.4 Presiription

Along with providing OESOs with additional methods for
affecting mission accomplishment results, there is aWiidely per-
ceived need to equip them with sufficient knowledge to be able
to suggest or recommend action alternatives to clients--and to
legitimize this role as "expert" consultants. Respondents
emphasized the need tot

"...put the 'SO' (staff officer) back in 'OESO'--
OETC must get students to realize that an OESO is an
SO--he's supposed to tell commanders what to do to
improve their operations, and if he doesn't, he's not
doing his job...clients need the 'technical advisor'
aspect of the OESO role, for him to provide expert help
to solve the client's problem.., hell, if my MD stood
back and did nothing when I went to him with a problem,
like many OBSOs do, I'd get myself a new MD."

Respondents also reported that OETC students, particularly in
earlier classes, were flatly told it was "not okay ever to tell
a client what to doý We were supposed-to Be-the 'pure process
consultant' that refuses to own the client's problem or provide
any substantive advice...and that's still the attitude of a lot
of OESOs."

It should be observed, however, that there appears to be
"time lag" in respondents' perception of the message given by
OETC about the legitimacy of prescription and OESOs' functioning
in "expert" roles. One observer noted:

"The command group now states very llearly that
OESOs should give advice where they have something
valuable to contribute, although it's my impression
not all of the faculty, and for sure some of the
external consultants, haven't gotten the word. There
is one caution, however: O8SOs must guard against
giving 'stove pipe': staff direction from 'on high'--
they mustn't set themselves up to feel smarter than
LTCS and COLS, because that's seen as arrogance and
resented. I think the problem now is less that OESOs
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feel they aren't supposed to make recommendations than
they don't know enough (sociotechnica!, ORSA, manage-
ment, etc t s to have anything to-say."
(respondent'semphasis.

Respondents expressed concern that overemphasis on
purely nondirective interpersonal process methods had
conditioned some OESOs to avoid expert consultation when
appropriate. One observer reported the following example:

"OESOs are given credit for having good process
skills, but I doubt this is so,.in the sense that
Argyris, Chin, or other well-known process consultants
use this term. What I think ONSOs have is a much
narrower kind of group facilitator skill. They can
conduct structured experiences in small groups if they
have a cookbook exercise they can do, but most of them
can't do real process consultation. Let me gi'-e you
an example. I watched two OESOs 'process' a meeting
of a group which was trying to define its mission.
Right before the meeting, the CO of the group had been
relieved of his duties. The XO was due to retire in
two weeks, and the CO's designated replacement had
suddenly been transferred to Germany. The group
literally didn't know who its boss was, and the OESOs
really didn't have a client anymore. No one at the
meeting even mentioned any of this! People were
totally lost. One member of the group said, 'I can't
stand this--I can't cope.' No one in the group
responded, and the OESOs just let it pass. A good
process consultant would have focused the group's
attention on the real issue, the sudden loss of all of
its leadership, or at least probed, 'You can't b. and
what? core with what, that makes it impossible t o do
your job? These- 9Os just sat there, and later said
they didn't know what to do--and that they thought
rqising the leadership issue would have been 'too
directive.' So I question whether OETC is really
teaching adequate process consultation skills.*

Several research studies have shown tht "collaborator in
problem solving" consulting approaches, in ohich the consultant
takes a more active, prescriptive expert role, are more effec-
tive than pure "people processor" approaches, in which the con-
sultant refuses to prescribe (see review in Spencer & Cullen,
1978, pp. 50-61). It is the author's impression that most Army
officers are highly achievement-oriented. To the extent that
some OESOs are reluctant to problem solve or give practical
suggestions, they may have suffered what psychologists currently
term "learned helplessness" or "educated incapacity.0 With the
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caution of avoiding arrogance, OETC should continue its current
efforts to give its graduates the knowledge to prescribe and
initiate, and the clear mandate to do so where appropriate.

Recommendation 1.1

ORTC should emphasize mission accomplishment in every
aspect of its curriculum. Students should be asked in every
exercise and every case to indicate how their interventions,
personal or organizational, wil2 impact on meaningful results
outcomes for the individuals, workgroups, or units with which
they work.

Recommendation 1.2

OETC should expand the curriculum time devoted to evaluation
measures and methodologies. Students should be asked in each
case or exercise to identify a problem or outcome variable
measure in quantitative terms and how they would determine, for
any OE operation they implemented, the impact it had on this
problem or outcome measure.

Recommendation 1.2.1. OETC faculty should seek guidance and
clarification from OE program policy makers on realistic and
measurable goals and objectives for OE operations and the OE
program as a whole, and the types of units which would receive
priority in attempting to achieve these goals and objectives
(e.g., line versus staff or industrial base units, and effective
versus marginal or poorly performing units--or some optimum com-
bination of the unit types). The OETC curriculum should clearly
communicete to all studonts this goal and objective guidance,
recommended measures, and priority targets for O operations.

Recommendation 1.2.2. OETC should ask students in assess-
ment and planning exercises to practice getting clients to state
probleps in terms which permit quantitative measurement of change
in problem status, and contracting with clients for evaluation
activities to assess the impact of O activities.

Recom.endation 1.3 is I

OETC curriculum, cases, and exercises s ould emphasize com-
pletion of all four steps of the APIE sequence, especially the
initiatory, prescriptive, or implementation skills needed to
provide clients with practical recommendations which motivate
them to act to improve their organizational performance. Each
case or exercise should require students to specify what they
would suggest the client do to solve his or her problem. Dyadic
counseling and consulting-simulations should include evalua-
tions of the extent to which students in the consultant role
helped clients formulate specific goals and action steps, and
motivated them to act.
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Recommendation 1.4

The OETC curriculum should include more emphasis on practical
sociotechnical methods: organization strategy and structure,
job redesign, management information and control systems, ORSA
techniques, and other management methods that impact directly on
measurable performance indicators. At minimum, OESOs should be
able to diagnose when client organizations might profit from
using these methods, know what methods are available, and be able
to refer clients to, or "bring in on the case* and work with,
experts in these4 areas (e.g., Army management analyst, ORSA, or
MISO personnel). Wherever possiblq, OETC case and exercise
materials should present students with complex sociotechnical
problems which require them to analyze and propose solutions
that go beyond purely "people circle" interventions.

Recommendation 1.5

OETC should recruit faculty with an academic background and
practical consulting experience in sociotechnical approaches.
On a short-run basis, these services could be contracted for
from faculty at the Navy Postgraduate School, which includes
persons well-varsed in technostructural intervention theory and
in the case method of instruction. in the intermediate term,
OETC should recruit persons with these qualifications for its
own faculty. In the long-term, OETC should perhaps be moved
under the aegis of an academic faculty.

2,0 Standardst the need for clear competency st.!.')tards for
OSSO recruitment, selection, educational performai' - assessment,
graduation, and professional development.

This second major category of findings and recommendations
concerns the standards or criteria against which OESO candidates
are selected, trained, and certified. The OETC currently has
88-92 published competency criteria for OESOs: 44-46 "knowledge*
competencies and 44-46 Ofunctionalm competencies, depending on
the version cited.l (These competencies are listed on pp. 2-13
of the OESO Post-course Questionnaire preserted in Appendix C.)

1 Data collection forms used with 1977 classes referenced 88

competenciesi 4 additional competencies were added for 1978
classes.
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It is the consensus of virtually all respondents--the
Concepts Directorate personnel who developed the competencies,
the training faculty, Evaluation Directorate researchers, and
most importantly, students--that these competencies have rarely
been used in any practical way at OETC. The OETC's published
competencies are not used to select, train# certify, place, or
further develop the professional abilities of its students or
graduates. Further, the OETC competencies have no empirical
basis: There are no objective data to show that these knowledge
and skill elements actually predict effective performance as an
OESO.

A high priority for OETC or researchers concerned with the
Army's 0 program should be to develop a true competency model
for OESOs, based on an empirical comparison of the knowledge and
skills of the most effective OESOs with those of less effective
performers (of. McClelland, 1975). This would permit specifica-
tion and measurement of the actual competencies needed to do the
job. These criteria could then be used to make recruitment,
selection, assessment, education, performance, and graduation/
certification decisions.

Findings on standards are best addressed at each stage in
the personnel process:

2.1 Recruitment and Selection

Almost all respondents (notably including line commanders
who have received services from graduate OESOs) concur that OETC
students are highly selected: "the cream of the Army...the best
young officers I've seen." (A few respondents worried that the7uality of OETC students is dropping as the OE program becomes
nstitutionalized and ceases to be "the hot new thing," but

offered no evidence to support this impression.) Data on the
early promotion and regular promotion rates, OER scores, and
field perceptions strongly support the impression that OETC
students are highly selected.

Criticisms of the current selection process focused on
(1) lack of knowledge of the process or critteria by which OETC
students--particularly NCO personnel--are silected (despite
published statements); (2) failure to "rationalize" the selec-
tion process so that selected officers fit more precisely by
grade, specialty, previous staff experience, and the like with
expected placement assignmentl and (3) failure to select stu-
dents on the basis of competencies known to predict success in
consulting roles. It should be noted that selection of OETC
students is not a function of OETC, but in done by XILPERCEN.

The Evaluation Directorate has prepared a detailed systems
model for "Recruitment, Selection and Training of the OSO" to
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clarify demographic selection criteria for OETC students and
match graduates to expected placements. This plan has not been
implemented; OETC respondents expressed the belief that this
system was too elaborate to be practical.

Selection by criterion-validated competency standards seems
to be a more important Issue: "OETC needs to do a front end
competency analysis of the competencies OBSOs really need, so
we can select people on the competencies which p-r-ect success."
Researchers have found that in human service jobs, "selection
is prepotent over training," (i.e., it is easier to select per-
sons who naturally exhibit such performance related skills as
listening with accurate empathy, or the ability to create an
immediate feeling of liking and trust with others, than it is to
try to train persons who do not naturally have these competencies
to exhibit them--Carkhuff, 1969). While military personnel
systems are founded on the belief that "a good of fcer can do
anything well" (and it is very detrimental to an officer's career
to fail in an assignment) no matter how inappropriate given the
individual's competencies, studies indicate the competencies
required to be an effective internal consultant in a military
organization are quite different from those needed to be an
effective leader (McClelland, 1975). Many respondents observed:

"You can be a damn fine tank driver or infantry
commander, and a perfectly rotten consultant...It's a
shame to let or get guys in here (ORTC) who aren't
going to like this stuff, aren't going to do it well,
hence are likely to spend two years in a billet they
hate, to the detriment of both their careers and the
O program." (This does not appear to be a major
problem to date as most students attending OETC are
volunteers.)

Respondents recommend that OETC candidates be screened using
assessment center methods which assess applicants' natural abil-
ity in key consulting competencies. This is an excellent idea,
if criterion-validated competencies for OESOs are developed, if
sufficient time and financial resources in.the selection process
to conduct assessment centers are availabl•, and if there is an
excess of applicants over persons who can •e admitted to ONTC.
(Im fact, OETC has apparently experienced difficulties in
filling classes, so elaborate selection systems may be a moot
issue.)

2.2 Training and Education Performance

OETC students and faculty expressed the need for (1) clear,
obilective standards for knowledge, behaviors, and application
skills students are expected to demonstrate at each point in the
cose; and (2) objective, competency-based "applications tests"
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to give students specific feedback on their level of competency
in each skill. OETC's current tests range from multiple choice
tests on knowledge content, to case exams in which students must
analyze a complex case and identify appropriate actions (cf. the
method used at Stanford and Harvard Business Schools, McNair,
1954), to "applications testsw: ratings of student performance
in actual simulations of job related tasks. Multiple choice
exams, especially those on systems terminology, are perceived
by students and faculty to be irrelevant because they do not
test students' ability to use systems concepts in any practical
context (the author concurs with this perception). The systems
case exam and the engineering battalion and institutional racism
case exams and exercises were not commented on by OETC respond-
ents but appear to the author to be excellent: realistic,
detailed, requiring students to actually use systems concepts
to analyse data, draw conclusions, and determine appropriate
interventions. The applications tests used to assess students'
facilitation skills were highly praised by both students and
faculty as realistic, objective, fair, and very useful in
providing students with behaviorally specific feed-back. Most
respondents advocated that applications tests or assessment
center exercises be used to evaluate student learning in all
curriculum units. OETC faculty, appear to be moving toward
developing and implementing tents of this kind at the present
time.

2.3 Graduation and Certification Criteria

Respondents were ambivalent on this issue. On one hand,
most felt that the majority of OETC graduates were highly
qualified: "Very few people get out of here who can't do the

ob ... OETC graduates a higher percentage of competent persons
than most Army schools." At the same time, most respondents
assert that OETC needs to develop objective graduation and
certification criteria and hold students to meeting these
standafds. Several OETC persons noted:

"Until this class (2-78), no one has ever not
graduated, 1 which says something about the lack of
clear standards here....When the school"wa set up,weveryone was trying to get away from being evaluative,
so there was almost an ideological egalitarian bias
against grading, making the school competitive, or
holding people to standards. Also, to get the OE
program off the ground, we kind of had to insure that

1 A few people seem to have voluntarily withdrawn or beencounseled out of direct 09 work. The author was unable to
get precise figures on attrition via these mechanisms.
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no one's career would be wrecked by being deselected
from the school, lest the word get out and no one want
to come to the school."

Again, a prerequisite for OETC to develop objectiva, competency-
based graduation and certification standards is the need to
identify the competencies which actually predict OQSO success.
In the absence of such measures'- it is not possible to evaluate
objectively what knowledge or skills OBTC graduates have or
lack.

2.4 Professional Development

All groups of respondents had strong feelings about pro-
fessional development training for OESOo after they graduate
from OETC. Practicing ONSOo very much desire professional
development opportunities. Reasons cited included improving
their on-the-job competence; filling gaps in their existing
knowledge and skill levels; becoming aware of new ideas,
approaches, and methods; getting away from their iedlate
requirements to gain perspective; achieving personal growth to
help deal with stress; being rewarded for, good work. Preferred
sources included programs by external consultants and organi-
zations, academic courses, professional conferences, and par-
ticularly, meetings with other OESOs to share information,
ideas, and case reviews.

OBSOs and OESO supervisors reported needing stamcdards for
deciding which professional development activities (MSOs should
attend. This issue of standards is an emergent mane jement con-

cern. A number of respondents, notably senior offic are, re-
ported being distressed that OSO tended to choose personal
growth and interpersonal awareness offerings over more job-
related courses. Several respondents suggested that this issue
be resolved by having OETC, TRADOC, or the FORSCOM ERD office
publish a list of recommended, approved, and woff limitso
courses: "It could help to have a list of 'must have' courses
(those every OESO almost has to attend), 'nice to have' courses
(those people can go to, but only after they have the 'must'
courses), and 'no way' courses.* One grou•'proposed that all
funding for professional development activifies be centralized
in FORSCOM and TRADOC to permit clos* control. Other respond-
ents argued persuasively that ONSOs are mature Individuals who j
should have the autonomy to choose those experiences which they
in their best judgment think will most contribute to their pro-
fessional development.
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The issue returns to one of standards. Without a clear
specification of what knowledge or skill competencies OESOs
need to do their jobs, it is difficult to assess what skills
they have or need, and hence which professional development
activities would provide them with the greatest benefit.

Recommendation 2.1

An empirically-based, criterion-validated competency model
"for OESOx should be developed. OETC or research agencies sup-
porting the Army's OE program should develop an ORSO competency
model, based on the knowledge and skills exhibited by a crite-
rion sample of practicing OESOs rated most effective, which
specifies objectively measurable competencies capable of being
used to select, train, and certify OETC students. Competency
standards, stated in terms of demonstrable behaviors, should be
clearly stated so that students know what is expected of them.

Recommendation 2.2

Reliable and valid applications tests should be developed
to assess ORTC applicants, measure student educational progress,
define requirements for graduation, and provide students with
guidance as to which professional development resource would be
of most benefit to them.

Recommendation 2.3

OETC should publish a catalogue with guidance on professional
development courses most likely to improve OESOs' professional
performance. Findings previously discussed indicate that soclo-
technical and evaluation methods courses should be given highest
priority.

3.0 R•ality: the concern that many parts of the OETC curricu-
lum and learning materials did not reflect the reality of Army
norms, protocol, procedures, problems, or desired mission
outcome results. 5'

A typical statement by respondents wast"The (OSTC) curricula
"is shot through with irrelevant structured experiences from the
human potentials movement that have very little to do with the

* Army, or with actual practice as an OSO." (The same criticism
was frequently made of the LMDC course.)

Process-oriented respondents defended "humanistic" structured
experiences lacking specific Army content or relevance, basing
their opinion on the premise that such exercises freed respond-
ents from their usual 'sets and enabled them to focus on process
and hence learn new perceptual and interpersonal skills. One
respondent asserted:



"Look, these guys get hooked on content. If you give
them an Army situation, there's always an 'Army way,' and
as a result they stop paying attention to the people and
process issues, which is what we're trying to teach them.
We deliberately use exercises and games that aren't task-
rela~ed to get guys out of their usual mode so they can
experience new ways of seeing and responding.*

This premise--that learning is enhanced through the use of
simulations which bear little relation to students' occupational
or organizational reality--is debatable. Studies of the case
method (McNair, 19541 Walton, 1972; Bennett & Chakravarthy,
1978) suggest that cases which approximate real life situations
are more effective in promoting learning and student motivation.
Adult education theorists (Knowles, 1970) generally maintain
that educational experiences should be an close as possible to
what students are actually going to do.

It is the author's impression that the real issue here
relates to the mission accomplishment concern discussed above.
The problem is less that OETC exercises are not "Army* than that
they are not realistic, not relevant to organizational function-
ing, and not outcome-oriented. Many respondents mentioned that

-they would have liked more examples of effective OD methods from
industrial and other non-military environment., and that they
learned a great deal from external sources which provIded alter-
native perspectives and techniques. (The "transition model" was
frequently cited as an example of an industrial OD method effec-
tively transferred to Army practice.) It should be rnted that
OETC's Concepts Development group is actively monitoring exter-
nal sources, and OETC training faculty are developinS and using
more realistic organizational case materials (e.g., the Week 9
Engineering Battalion case).

Recommendation 3.1

OETC should continue its present efforts to "Army-ize"
structured experiences where possible to increase their realism,
and drop from the curriculum those exerciser which appear irrel-
evant to Army environments. OETC should in, ease the use of
realistic organizational development cases ke.g., those in the
organizational behavior series published by the Harvard Business
School International Case Clearinghouse) which meet the criteria
established by Bennett and Chakravarthy (1978) a Organizational
development cases should (1) focus on an interest-arousing
(mission accomplishment) issue; (2) require solution of manage-
ment problems; (3) present alternative solutions; (4) be self-
sufficient in theoretical backgroundi and (5) teach a management
skill. (Criteria 4 and 5 mean that the case actually describes
methods students can use--e.g., five alternative organizational
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design options for differentiating tasks, integrating opera-
tions, and reducing conflict among organizations with overlap-
ping responsibilities.)

Recommendation 3.2

OETC should recruit or contract for faculty who have had
extensive practical consulting experience in military and/or
industrial settings on problems of improving mission
accomplishment (of. Recommendation 1.5 above).

Recommendation 3.3

OETC should invite practicing OESOs, clients, and OD prac-
titioners in other organizational settings to present actual
O cases in a "living case" format to expose students to real
problems, task-oriented models of consultation, and alternative
intervention methods.

4.0 Specialization: consultant versus training tracks, and
staff versus line OETC.

Many respondents advocated that OETC tailor its curriculum
and develop specialized tracks for students going to different
tasks and MACOMs upon graduation. The basic speciality distinc-
tion was between OmSOs who would function primarily as trainers,
delivering LMDC, Key Manager, and related courses; and those
going to MACOMs who would function primarily as OE cc-isultants.
A lesser distinction was made between students going to high
level staff commands (e.g., DA or HQ FORSCOM) and thcse going
to field installations to work primarily with line units.

At the root of the consulting versus training issue is
whether OESO should deliver training courses at all. Some
respondents strongly felt that they should not: *A lot of the
(OETC) curricula is spent on putting us through LMDC and
teaching us to give or teach others to give LMDC courses. We
shouldn't have to do that--LMDCs should be TRADOC's responsi-
bility, and should be taken out of the OE p~bgram altogether."
These respondents argued that TRADOC should 'provide the person-

. nel and take over the delivery of LMDC and related courses,
leaving OESOs free to spend all their time on consulting activi-
ties. (TRADOC OESO respondents were particularly vocal on this
point: "We came here expecting to have a chance to consult, but
all we get used for is training.")

Other OESOs, however, reported that their ability to deliver
the LMDC course was their most valuable asset, both for intro-
ducing and marketing O progrpms to potential clients, and as a
team building O intervention in itself: "It's our basic
offering, the most important tool we have in our kit bag."
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Respondents also differed on whether--or to what extent--
OETC should tailor its curriculum to prepare students for the
job and MACOM they would report to upon graduation. "General-
ists" argued that OE jobs are so varied that it would be prac-
tically impossible to develop job- or MACOM-specific tracts,
and that OETC should focus on giving all ORSOs the same set of
basic skills. This is the OETC's current policy. "Special-
ists" argued that for at least one week OETC students should
divide into groups by placement site and be given specific
training, briefings, case studies, and other orientation rele-
vant to their assignment: "OESOs should get exposed to DA
high-level policy, civilian, union, etc., issues if they are
going to have to deal with these issues...people who are going
to have to train should get additional trainer training and
practice course delivery." The week after the FTX was the time
most often recommended for this specialized training.

A final specialization issue concerned whether or not OETC
should create an advanced OR course to create a group of "master
OESOs" skilled in advanced technostructural, data processing,
evaluation, and strategic policy planning techniques. The Army's
OE program would undoubtedly be strengthoned by having a corps
of such consultants, but preparing such consultants seems beyond
the OETC's resources. The Army might be better advised to train
selected officers for this role by sending them to graduate mili-
tary or academic institutions (e.g., the Navy PG School Human
Resources Management course, or comparable programs at Harvard,
Stanford, or Sloan Business Schools).

Recommendation 4.0

The OETC curriculum should provide two to five days of
specialized training to prepare students for specific job and
MACOM assignments. Th.s module should include realistic cases
and presentations, conducted by OESOs from the placement site,
which illustrate the specific missions, problems, OE programs,
and outcome objectives at the site.

5.0 Management of Consulting Operations: %he need for training
in how to manage consulting activities.

Respondents cited a need for training in the following
areass

* management information, accounting and control systems
for consulting groups
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e standards for the utilization of internal management
consultants (e.g., the percentage of applied time
devoted to direct delivery on projects, research and
development, professional development, travel, and
overhead--"unapplied time")

* time management, budgeting, and planning for managing
specific interventions: how to develop time budgets,
standard estimates for the time required of both OESOs
and client personnel to implement various types of 0E
activities (e.g., a transition model or a survey-guided
development sequence)

* cost estimation, specifically estimates of cost per
applied man day on OE operations

* planning budgeting and managing client load (i.e.,
simultaneous OE operations), including "anticipating
realistic loads" and "how to say no" to (which) clients
requesting additional work

"* "strategic OE": how to pick clients for maximum impact

e marketing: how to make clients aware of OE services,
including distributing brochures, giving briefings,
making "cold calls" on prospective clients

* how to develop personal support systems (e.g., when to
work or talk with partners to mitigate the stresses of
working alone)

* how to integrate OE operations with those of the organ-
ization (e.g., the Office of the Chief of Staff, or HRD)
in which the OE office is placed (this issue was fre-
quently expressed as "how to survive in placements" and
"how to manage the boss")

OE offices comprised of two or more OESOs are in effect
small consulting firms. There is an established literature on
management methods and standards for profejional service
organizations (e.g., profit making and non-4 rofit consulting,
legal, or architectural firms--cf. Jones & Trentin, 1968). For
example, a commonly accepted standard is that consultant applied
rates (time spent in direct work on projects, including travel
time) should be about 75 percent of total days worked in a year.
Direct application above this rate does not permit professionals
sufficient time to keep current with literature in their field
and leads to consultant "burn out": levels of personal and
familial stress which, sooner or later, result in health prob-
lems or withdrawal from professional activity. Application
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rates much below 75 percent result in bankruptcy for profit-
making organizations, and intolerable costs and inefficiencies
in non-profit units, which lead to reorganization, budget cuts,
or abandonment of the service. Similar standards exist for
overhead, general and administrative, travel, funds, and time
allocations in professional service groups.

Data on consultant application rates permit calculation of
the cost per applied man day and the cost for a specific OE
operation. Cost per applied day is calculated by dividing the
total cost of maintaining a person in an OE billet by the
product of the person's applied rate and the number of hours he
or she works in a year. Billet costs include salary and fringe
benefits (e.g., retirement, medical, and housing benefits);
overhead (e.g., costs for the occupancy, light, and heat of the
OE office he/she occupies, and for secretarial support and com-
puter time); general and administrative expenses (e.g., travel,
per diem, books and learning materials costs, where these cannot
be allocated to specific OE operations)! and amortization of the
cost of training the OESO.

These calculations can be quite revealing. Using estimated
costs provided by one OE unit which assumed total billet costs
of $45,000 (2.5 times salary) for the average ORSO grade in the
unit (between senior captain and major); $5,000 for amortization
of OETC training costs per year; and 75 percent application
during a 220-day work year, the daily cost of an OW5;O's time is
$300. This is a "full cost" rather than "out of v Ilet" cost
estimate, because the cost of the officers' salar and the
facilities used by OBSOs would be borne by the Ar' n any
event. The $300 figure is neither particularly L nor low;
it approximates the daily rate currently charged ,xternal
civilian consultants. The question, of course, i1 whether the
Army units get an adequate. return on $300/day OESO services.
It should also be noted that cost per applied man day is highly
sensitive to applied rates. The author has observed some mili-
tary consulting groups which had a cost in! excess of $1000/man
day because of low (25-30 percent) applied rates. As soon as
these data began to be collected and publi#hed on a routine
basis, application rates rose--and cost/mar day fell--to more
reasonable levels. The power of data feedback of this nature
to rationalize operations is considerable.

The costs of an OE intervention can similarly be calculated
from the total time in days spent by ORSO and client personnel,
the daily cost of these personnel to the Army, and any direct
costs of the operation (travel, per diem, and supplies).

To the author's knowledge, only one OE group ham attempted
to account for OESO applied time and to use professional service
organization management methods to increase the efficiency of
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consultant use. This group employs the simple method used by
law and consulting firms of recording and "billing" all hours
worked to specific OE client operations, or to various overhead
categories: R&D, professional development, or unapplied time.

Practicing OESOs (particularly Majors and LT Colonels who
bhcome managers of CE groups) perceive a need for some knowledge
of these standards and methods to help them manage their own
time, realistically schedule and manage simultaneous OE opera-
tions, and alleviate anxiety about what constitutes a reasonable
and a fair level of consultant application. The Army's recently
implemented "Key Manager Course" may provide a vehicle for
communicating these methods.

Recommendation 5.0

The OETC curriculum should include a brief module on methods
and standards for management of internal consulting organiza-
tions, with a case problem or exercise which requires students
to set up a time and coat accounting system for a group of
practicing OESOs.

6.0 The Length of the OETC Curriculum.

Nuaterous respondents. urged that the OETC course be lengthened
(1) to provide more time for reflection and research; (2) to
permit inclusion of topics not now covered in depth, particularly
sociotechnical and evalution methods; dnd (3) to qualify the
course as a change of duty station which would provide students
with the funds to bring their families to Monterey while they
attend CETC. (The latter is a significant concern for students
who find that the personal growth aspects of the OETC experience
either raise issues that they want to share with their spouses
and/or, create strains in their marriages.) All three arguments
for lengthening the course appear to the author to be legitimate.
Clearly more time in the curriculum would be desirable (increased
resources are always desirable, and the basic question here is
one of resources). OETC training should bekletithened if this
is required to include adequate instructionWlin technostructural
methode and evaluation techniques. (The author is unable to make
a specific recommendation on this issue due to lack of knowledge
of TRADOC budget constraints.)

The OETC Curriculum

This section summarizes data specifically concerning the
OETC curriculum, and is divided into three categories: (1)
general comments under strengths, weaknesses, and mixed issues
(those reporting both strengths and weaknesses); (2) comments
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about the strengths and weaknesses of specific modules in the
OETC curriculum; and (3) analyses of qualitative data on the
comments from student post-course questionnaires.

General Comments

Strengths

Experiential Adult Education Methods. Respondents were
nearly unanimous In saying that experiential education
approaches used in the OETC curriculum enhanced learning,
motivation, and the ability to transfer learning to practical
use. The diversity of learning inputs--such as readings,
lectures, concrete experiences, simulations--was considered
highly effective by most respondents.

The Field Training Exercise (FTX). Most respondents reported
that the FTX was an extremely important part of the course, "the
place where everything comes together and becomes real." This
is significant because external observers looking at-•e t ETC
curriculum often see the FTX as something which could be cut to
free more time for classroom instruction in topics (e.g., socio-
technical and evaluation methods) now neglected, These respond-
ents asserted that a frequently mentioned alternative was to
provide the FTX experience through on-the-job training at stu-
dents' placement sites under the supervision of experienced OESOs
already there. (Certain Navy Haman Resource Management Centers
use a system in which, for the first six months, graduates of
the Navy's OE consultant school are considered interns in the
field. During this period they are given special training,
rotated among consulting assignments and supervisors to give
then the widest possible range of experiences, and evaluated on
actual field performance. At the end of the six-month period,
thwe who have performed adequately become full-fledged consult-
ants.)' The Navy model is possible where a group of experienced
ard competent consultants are present at a site to superviae and
comch newly graduated students. OETC faculty argue that the Navy
modal is not applicable because most of the Army installations
don at have groups of OES~s capable of adeiatel- supervising
0 |interns. This may have been true in the past, but it is
the author's impression that major installations now have or
ar. rapidly developing such groups. It might be possible to
have students intern after 16 weeks of training .-t one of these
installations, perhaps with both OBTC faculty anc local OQSO
supervision. It is clear, however, that some type of practical
FTZ experience is highly desirable.

accreditation by the American Council on Education,(ACE).
The 16 graduate credit hours awarded for the 039TC course clearly
hac provided several positive benefits for OETC: enhanced
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morale for command, faculty, and staff; increased attractiveness
of OETC for potential students, particularly those pursuing
degrees (hence an aid to recruitment efforts); and enhanced vis-
ibility and credibility for OETC and OE with potential clients
and others in the Army community.

The author attempted to assess exactly what the ACE
accreditation said about the content of the OETC curriculum.
This proved somewhat difficult because there was no documenta-
tion of the criteria or data on which the assessment was made.
The author was able to contact the Chairman of the ACE evalua-
tion committee and ACE's office in Washington, D.C., and to
review the Guide to the Evaluation of Educational Experiences
in the Arme7d Services (ACE# 1976) and The Nationgl Guide to
Credit Recommendatons for Noncollegiate Coutrses (ACE, 1978)
published by ACE. The following questions were asked:

* What are the criteria for awarding credit (e.g., course
hours, numbers of Ph.D.s on the faculty, books in the
library)?

* Exactly how was OETC assessed?

The findings are as follows (all direct quotes are from ACE
personnel):

ACE has a standing' contract with the Department of Defense
to evaluate military training programs, when DOD makes a
specific tasking.

ACE assesses a military course by assembling a team of
subject area specialists (faculty who teach subjects similar to
those in the course being evaluated) from various institutions
of hi gher learning. Team member selections are essentially at
the discretion of the chairman of the evaluating team. The
evaluating team spends two dtys observing the course to be
evaluated. An initial effort is made to "get an overview of
how the program works" by "reviewing course outlines and tests,
looking at course faculty and their backgrounds, and looking at
the students and their backgrounds."

Credit hours are awarded at one of four levels: vocational/
technical, lower 8.4. (first two years of college), upper B.A.
(third and fourth year of college), and graduate level. ACE
"vary rarely evaluates graduate courves--most military courses
are at the vocational/technical level, like a mechanics school
for enlisted personnel.--we've seen only two or three graduate
level courses in our experience, and OETC was the most
sophisticated we have ueen."
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Three criteria are used to determine the number and level of
credit hours awarded:

* the "level of potential" of the student body: as "all
OETC students had B.A.a and many had M.A.s," the ACE
assessors thought graduate level credit was appropriate.

* classroom and outside wtudy hours: assuming a ratio of
1 out-of-class hour required for every 1 hour in class,
the ACE assessors considered 40-45 class hours (plus the
assumed 40-45 outside hours) equivalent to 3 credit hours
in an academic institution; and

9 subjective assessment of the content of course curriculum:
"ACE assessments are essentially subjective: We look at
course material and ask, 'Would this material be used at
my institution in a course of this kind? If I were teach-
ing this course, what would I expect of my students?"'

Subjective assessments were not documented, although OETC
respondents reported that ACE team members thought the OETC
curriculum would be strengthened by including (1) more materials
on organizational systems design, (2) more theory, and (3) more
use and critical evaluation of student case studies (Denzler,
1978).

ACE essentially assesses courses, not institutions. The
qualifications of OETC faculty are not assessed %CE: "Our
role is not to evaluate the faculty or the insti -ons from
which they received their degrees. If a degree awarded, if
the Army is calling him Doctor, if the organizati, has accepted
him at that status, we accept him at that status--we don't
evaluate people or degrees." ACE personnel concluded that their
evaluation of OETC "basically says that OETC students were full-
time graduate students for one semester."

The ACE assessment appears to the author res ipso loquiturt
fair as far as it goes, not in conflict with the findings of the
present report# but insufficiently specifi# and documented to
provide clear guidance for OETC's future delelopment.

Weaknesses

Sociotechnical and Evaluation Modules. As discussed under
major issues, the major weakness respondents saw in the OETC
curricula is underemphasis on task-oriented prescriptive techno-
structural and evaluat-on methods. Respondents were well aware
that inclusion of these topics would require substantial revision
and/or lengthening of the existing OETC 16-week curriculum.
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Assignment Specifii: •- 0M and Task) Training Tracks. As
discussed under major '. ~ above.

Reality. The need for more realistic cases, simulations,
and presentations, as discussed above under major issues.

General Organizational Ouestionnaire. OETC students and
graduates consistently rate this part of the OETC course lowest
in understandability and usefulness. Students particularly
report not understanding the technical details of ?rocessing the
GOQ, and many recommended that OETC implement the Survey Offi-
cers Course" and "Survey Data Processing Course" for a self-
selected group of students with a background and interest in
survey methods and/or data processing. It is the author's
impression that relatively few OESOs actually use the GOO once
they are in the field, either because they prefer to use process
consultation methods or short surveys developed from interview
responses; because they find the GOQ too cumbersomel or because
of lack of client or installation acceptance. A clear recommen-
dation would be to drop the GOQ, either replacing it with a
shorter, simpler, more easily processed instrument (e.g., short
self-scoring surveys) or preparing and encouraging OESOs to
develop their own instruments from interview data. OETC is now
conducting a study of the utility of the present form of the
GOQ.

Organization. Some respondents (OETC staff and students#
particularly those from early classes) were critical of the
organization of the OETC curriculum, citing "instability" (con-
stant changes in the POI). (It should be noted, however, that
others saw this flexibility as a strength.)

The Post-FTX Week. Students and graduates reported nearly
universal dissatisfaction with the last week of the course: a
repeated refrain of, "Why do we have to come back after FTX?
It's ai total waste, because everybody's concerned with getting
moved to their assignment site, so they can't learn anything
anyway."

Insufficient Time to Reflect and Do Resa&rch. Students and
graduates report feeling the intensive OETCcourse does not per-
mit them enough time to reflect and do research (this comment is
frequently made in context with the "lengthen the course" major

* issue). 9tudents in earlier classes who were required to com-
plete a research paper reported that this was not a particularly
"valuable exercise because they did not have sufficient time to
read or research any topic in depth. The recommendation was
frequently made that the research paper should be a detailed
case study of the FTX experience--if there were time to reflect
and write up such a case study. This recommendation was adopted
with Class 1-78 and continues._
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Mixed Strengths/Weaknesses

Student Assessment/Appraisal. As noted under "Standardas" in
the major issues discussion, students strongly support applica-
tions testing, and would like greater clarity concerning OETC
faculty performance expectations, appraisals, graduation, and
Academic Efficiency Report criteria.

Workshop Design. Students and graduates report that they
are very well prepared in the derign of structured experiences
and workshop design, but criticize what they perceive as the
narrow "cookbook" approach to group facilitation, which is
predominant at the school.

Comments on Specific Modules in the OETC Curriculum

week lt Introduction and.Systems

Strengths of this module include the Looram notes and
experiential exercises which require students to use systems
concepts in actual analyses of organizations or problems (e.g.,
the comparison of two similar organizations or analyzing how to
market OE using the Kast and Rosensweig model). Students also
praised the instrumented experiential use of leadership theories
to link the various circles of the systems model. The operant
case analysis essay exam is considered much more useful than the
respondent multiple-choice test of systems terms.

Weakness in the systems model is insufficient practical
experience in using systems concepts to analyze organizations.
Analysis of more written and film or living case studies is
strongly recommended.

Week 2: The Leadership and Management
DeVelpment course (.•Dc)

Assessment of this course properly requires an evaluation
report of its own. As indicated at the 14kugust 1978 OETC
Leadership Conference, LMDC is not really a& "leadership and
management" course, but an interpersonal avkreness workshop
which, if effective, acquaints participants with new communica-
tions and group process concepts.

Strengths. LMDC provides a good basic introduction to a
somewhat limited set of communications and group process con-
cepts. The design of the course is good* It "hangs together"
and is well-paced. Most participants (93 percent according to
a 1975 LMDC evaluation report) like the course (although many
report having difficulty in relating it to their actual jobs).
It is effective in introducing OE and OE concepts to (skeptical)
potential clients--many OESOs report that clients were receptive
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to OE only after attending an LMDC--and as a team building/
training OE intervention. OETC students find it valuable to
have an integrated overview course early in the OETC curriculum.

Weaknesses. LMDC lacks any empirical basis: There are no
data to show that any of the concepts it teaches are in fact re-
lated to superior leadership in the U.S. Army. Depending on how
it is conducted, LMDC is biased toward personal growth rather
than professional development. The course is perceived by many
participants to have little relevance to real Army jobs. Some
of the structured experiences are considered inappropriate by
traditional Army personnel. Many respondents find the readings
too difficult. Cases, exercises, and simulations should be
"Army-ized* and deal with real and relevant Army leadership

issues.

The course is not task-oriented. Group exercises stress
consensus, not task or mission accomplishment. Perhaps sympto-
matic of this (and some respondents argued, of OETC itself) is
the emphasis placed on the FIRO instrument as a diagnostic
measure of group process. This instrument has two affiliation
scales (inclusion and affection) and one power scale (control),
and omits any measure of task accomplishment. (Almost all other
validated small group process instruments and organizational
surveys include a task achievement scale.) PIRO-B should be
replaced by an instrument (e.g., Bales, 1970) which indicates
that task accomplishment is one of the relevant dimensions of
group process.

Perhaps the best comment on the LMDC course was made by one
of the originators of the course:

"LMDC has been used--and criticized--for everything

except what it was intended to be. Its original objective
and design was skill awareness, not skill building--to
tear the blinders off NCOs and junior officeos, to show
them that there are new ways of doing things, and to moti-
vate them to want more. LMDC is totally useless by itself
because it in not designed to change bekAviors--BUT, it's
a beautiful little course to get peopleIthinking, open
them up to want new skills."

The author concurs: The course effectively meets this objective,
and unless and until the Army decides to develop competency-
based leadership courses designed to teach central skills, L4DC•= may need only the cosmetic "Army-izing" changes discussed above.

Other minor changes could increase LMDC's effectiveness.
The introduction to the OE portion of LMDC could be improved by
including an experiential exercise (e.g., having participants
complete a short, self-scoring climate survey instrument on
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their perceptions of their own organization, then considering
action steps for organization improvement--i.e., a brief but
realistic simulation of the O APIS process). Many studies show
that goal setting and action planning for the use of concepts
learned in a training course are crucial to actual application
of learning on the job. The LMDC should conclude with having
participants use concepts learned in the course to set a goal
and formulate action steps for solving a real problem they are
encountering in their job or career. This would ensure that
course learning is related to participants' actual work situ-
ations.

OETC and TRADOC personnel concerned with the LMDC course
are well aware of these deficiencies in the present LMDC design,
and are currently revising the program.

Weeks 3 and 4: *individual Week"

Strenqths. The individual week portions of the course
prove a good introduction to basic psychological topics. Most
students report finding this section of the course valuable in
terms of their personal growth and awareness, but rme experi-
ence difficulty in relating this material to the a, oal tasks of
organizational consulting. The peer competency an :sis form is
good, although there are no data to show that its ,, iables in
fact predict consulting effectiveness.

Weaknesses. The basic criticism of the in,:*'.' 1 week
modules is that there is no clear rationale or onship
between these inputs and practical consulting i and no
competency measures predictive of successful p,, "nce as an
OESO. A typical comment was:

"It's nice-to-have stuff, but it's sort of a potpourri
of TA (transactional analysis), stress workshops or self-
desfeating behavior, etc. Why these rather than other
inputs? What's the rhyme, reason, or plan behind it all?
How does it relate to OSO consulting skills?"

Where possible, inputs should be related t 4 *real OE situations
through the use of actual cases. For example, use of the Bem
Androgeny Scale and readings on "Androgenous Trainers" to teach
sexism should be replaced by cases describing sexism problems
actually encountered by OESOs in Army organizations.

A basic recommendation is that the individual week and
consulting skills portions of the course be combined, condensed,
and competency-based. A competency-based approach to teaching
consulting communications skills (e.g., the reliably measurable
and extensively validated competency-based model for consulting
skills described by Carkhuff, 1969, and Carkhrff A Berenson,
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1976) could respond to the perceived need to "teach inter-

personal skills as behavioral tools OESOs need to do the job".

Weeks 5 and 6: Consulting Skills

Strengths. The summary of consulting models (Beckhardt,
Lewin, Lippitt, Kolb-Frohman, etc.) appears to be a good intro-
duction and rationale for the Army's APIE model for conducting
0E interventions. The contracting and interviewing exercises
also appear to be valuable. Very good, complete models of writ-
ten contracts for intervention are provided. Xn general, the
course material does a fine job of covering the state of the
art, and the experiential exercises with videotaped feedback
appear to be very effective.

Weaknesses. Students would like some objective measure of
their performance in interviewing exercises--perhaps a coding
and comment system comparable to that used to assess facilita-
tion skills in Week 7. Most critical comments focused on the
portions of the course dealing with the GOQ. Students report
not liking and not understanding technical aspects of coding
control cards for data processing and not receiving enough con-
crete experience in performing these functions. As usual, they
consider the multiple-choice test on this material useless and
would prefer a practical application test.

Weeks 6 and 7: Facilitation of Groups/
Structured Exeriences

Strengths. Students report themselves well-prer,.-ed to
conduct structured experiences in groups (although S aduates
question the relevance of the great emphasis placed on this
skill). The observation-based application test used to assess
students' actual performance in facilitating exercises is
excellent and unanimously praised (the author concurs).

Weaknesses. The basic weakness is the overemphasis on
structured experiences and group facilitation. Students and
graduates would prefer that more time be scheduled for practical,
task-oriented workshops such as those dealing with planning,
problem solving, and goal setting. One rec6mmendation is to
combine Weeks 7 and 8 and have students learn to facilitate by
presenting the actual workshops they will use In the field
(e.g., team building, role clarification, time management, or
transition seminars) as opposed to the present structured
experiences.

Week 8: Implementation Workshops

Strengths. The Engineering Battalion case, as noted above,
is excellent, and is a model of the kind of realistic Army OE
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learning materials OETC should develop for use in all modules.
The role negotiation exercises used to deal with a real issue,
student role relations during the FTX, is another excellent
example of experiential learning in the context of dealing with
a real problem faced by participants. The summary of creative
problem solving theories appears to be good, although the prac-
tical experience in using the methods is omitted.

Weaknesses. The sections on planning are perceived by
studentoe too complex and insufficiently experiential:
"We don't really learn how to help a group plan anything.' In
general, the weakness of this week is that students have too
little time to practice conducting the workshops they are ex-
posed to: time management, goal setting and planning, meeting
management, and transitions.

Week 9: Case. Exercise

Strengths. The approach is excellent. The feedback and
planniingirole plays, which require students to reduce data to
a manageable number of items, constitute a far more effective
approach than that used in previous OETC classes which asked
clients to attempt to make sense of as many as 30 flipcharts
with several hundred comments. (OESOs should keep in mind
Miller's "magic number 7 + 28s the finding that the human mind
cannot hold in present memory and act on more than about seven
pieces of data at one time.)

Weaknesses. The only weakness is that the follow-up and
evaluation part of the case study is limited and unspecific.
As usual, this element of the APIE cycle needs more emphasis.

Weeks 10 through 15: the PTX

Dapa on the FTX have been discussed above.- Overall, the
practical experience is highly valued. Some students question
the amount of time they must spend practicing and teaching the
LMDC course. The strengths and weaknesses .of students' FTX
performance, as assessed from MTX reports made available to the
author, parallel those of the OETC curricuUhm. Students are
confident in their use of the LMDC course, weak in the mechanics
of utilizing and preparing the GOQ, tend to feed back too much
data without focusing on mission accomplishment, and are overly
oriented to process and structured experiences. In his report,
one FTX supervisor noteds

"I think that we at OETC place too much focus on group
development during LMDC week. I found that our students
were, from the very first day, placing a great deal of em-
phasis on feelings, asking people to 'get into their gut'
and so forth.
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"The initial inclination as I observed each team was
to immediately begin to consider structured experiences
to design into a workshop...without having first talked
to the client to see what he might desire as far ag
implementations were concerned.

"My general impressions from the feedback briefings
were that all teams were presenting much too much data,
resulting in data overload...(implementation) memorandums
of understanding were general in nature and did not spe-
cifically outline tasks to be accomplished, or specific
desires of the commander to improve his unit. Therefore,
the assessment was done around general statements pertain-
ing to the organization."

This pattern of behavior also exists among experienced OESOs.

week 16?- Summary and Graduation,

As noted above, most students and graduates consider this
week wasted. This time should be reprogrammed.

Qualitative and quantitative responses on the Student Post-
test Evaluation Questionnaire were analyzed to check student
perceptions of strengths, weaknesses, and trends in the OETC
curriculum. Trend data were created by combining data from the
three 1977 classes and comparing Liean responses w3I. those from
the combined data for the two 1978 classes. (Th( '-ionale for
these combinations is that key management changes k place at
OETC at the close of the 1977 calendar year, the z signifi-
cant of these changes being the assignment of a n uirector of
Training.) It should be emphasized that the following findings
are based on subjective self-report data rather than objective
measures of student competencies, and the competency measures
used lack any empirical basis, known reliability, or predictive
validity. The data do, however, provide an index of how well
students feel OETC has prepared them in various substantive.
areas.

Qualitative data were analyzed by conte t analyzing
subjective responses and scoring the frequehcy with which content

•. categories were mentioned. Table 6 (p. 23) presents these data.
Students report themselves to be best prepared in group and

:1 interpersonal skills, assessment methods, and conducting LMDC,
and least prepared in use of the GOQ, systems theory, and imple-
mentation. Trends indicate that students' perc4ived preparation
in group and interpersonal skills and implementation workshops
is Increasing, while perceived preparation in systems theory,
&assessment, and the GOC is decreasing. As a result, students
increasingly report wanting more time for systems theory, and
less time for workshors. These data are consistent with the
macto findings-of this report.
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Quantitative data on students' perceived preparation in the
four step process (Table 7, p. 25) indicate that they feel best
prepared to do assessment, less prepared to do planning, signifi-
cantly less prepared still for accomplishment implementation#
and least prepared to do evaluation. Trend comparisons of 1978
with 1977 classes indicate that there has been no change in
students' preparation in assessment techniques, a highly signifi-
cant increase (p < .001) in their competence in planning and
implementation, and a significant decrease (p < .01) in their
satisfaction with their competence in evaluation. (The latter
difference may be attributable to students' heightened awareness
of the importance of evaluation in the OE process.)

Quantitative data on students' knowledge and skill
competencies (Table 8) indicate that students perceive them-
selves to have most knowledge about the APIE process, OE systems
approaches, planning techniques, and creating and using surveys
(those of their own design, not the GOO). They feel least
knowledgeable about how to market OE services to gain entry
into organizations. Functionally, students feel most competent
to present OE theory, design and give surveys, and communicate.
They feel least competent to relate 0 to other Army HRD pro-
grams, identify clear and measurable results measures for
assessing organizational accomplishment, and help clients with
time management and organizational structure problems. (Note
that students give a high rating to their knowledge of planning
methods, but a low rating to functional skiils in implementing
these "prescriptions.-) These findings, too, are consistent
with the major findings of the report concerning OESOs' relative
weakness in implementation prescription and results evaluation.

The 1977 to 1978 OETC class trends data show that most
improvement has occurred in the areas of conduc t ing LMDC, com-
municating the 03 four step model to people, ar-3 in developing
interpersonal and group diagnostic skills. Leý,t improvement
has occurred in relating OE to other Army ERD programs, formu-
lating actions which lead to outcomes, Implementing planning
systems, working with technical experts in,:organizational plan-
ning, and administering and interpreting tie GOO. Once again,
these data are consistent with the other flidings of the report.

These data include an additional highly significant finding:
1978 classes rate themselves more competent in 39 of 44 knowledge
areas, and in 43 of 44 functioral skills. These improvement dif-
ferences are highly statistical.y significant (p < .001). Credit
for these results must be attributed to the current training
faculty. While the data, as self reports, cannot be interpreted
to mean recent graduates are actually more competent, clearly
the 1978 faculty have done something which has measurablyincreased students' confidence in their abilities.
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Overall, students report being highly satisfied with the
OETC course (4.67 on a scale of 5) and with their decision to
attend OETC (4.73 on the same scale - see Table 10). Many
graduates said, "It was the best course I've had in the Army,"
"the best educational experience I've ever had," and even "It
was one of the most important growth experiences in my life."

The OETC Faculty

This section summarizes data, which specifically concerns
the OETC faculty, in three categories: perceived strengths,
weaknesses, and mixed issues on which respondents reported both
positive and critical data. OETC faculty means primarily
Training Directorate personnel, those with whom students and
graduates had direct classroom counseling or FTX experience.

Strengths

C mmittment, Motivation, Caring

Almost all respondents, students, graduates, and external
observers described the OSTC training faculty as highly dedi-
cated, committed, motivated, caring, and genuinely concerned
about students and learning at OETC. Many observed: "The
faculty work way above and beyond the call of duty--nights,
weekends, 16 hours a day sometimes, to improve the r-.irriculum,
their own professional development, and to give stu ants person-
al time and counseling." Survey data confirm this -. ception:
Students rate their satisfaction with the OETC facul.Ly at 4.45
on a scale of 5 (see Table 11). A few persons who were leaving
the training faculty worried that faculty commitment, motiva-
tion, and willingness to spend personnel time with students was
decreasing: "The excitement and total commitment of the early
days of the school are gone...! see people getting burned out
and less willing to spend extra time sharing with each other
or being available to students." If this is true, it is not
reflected in the data: Student satisfaction ratings have
increased, although not significantly, fro.f1977 classes to
1978 classes.

Weaknesses

Practical Consulting Experience

The most frequent criticism of the training faculty was that
too few of them had actually had practical experience as OESOs.

"No one should be allowed to teach there wo hasn't
had practical OESO and command experience in the field...
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TABLE 10

Student Pos t-Course Questionnaire Evaluations of OETC

1 - strongly disagree 3 - neutral 4 - agree
2 a disagree 5 a strongly agree

77 Class 78 Class
Means Rank Means Rank D

0.1 satisfaction with faculty 4.35 6 4.45 6 .10 U.s.
G.2 worthwhile behavioral 4.40 4 4.55 4 .15 u.a.

changes in.me
0.8 course gives sufficient 4.37 5 4.48 N .11 U.s.

background to be an
effective 080

G.12 my administrative needs 3.21 7 3.32 7 .11 n.o.
adequately taken care of

G.13 FTX essential part of the 4.84 1 4.78 1 -. 06 n.s.
course

G.14 satisfied with course 4.52 3 4.67 3 .15 i.s.
G.15 satisfied with decision 4.68 2 4.73 2 .05 n.s.

to attend course

Disagree

G.3 too much emphasis on 2.28 6 2211 6 -. 17 n.s.
systems theory

G.4 too much emphasis on .1.87 4 j1.73 1 -. 14 u.s.
individual process i1

G.5 too much emphasis on 1.69 2 1.75 2 .06 u.s.
group process

G.6 too much emphasis on 2.00 5 1.97 5 -. 03 n.s.
task orientation

C.7 too much emphasis on 1.76 3 1.89 3 .13 n.o.
four-step process

G.9 classrooms adequate 1.63 1 1.89 3 .26 u.s.
6.10 in-processing handled well 2.29 7 1.96 4 -. 33 u.s.
G.11 out-processing handled well 2.37 8 2.46 7 .09 n.s.
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TABLE 11

Classification of OETC Funded Professional
Development Courses attended by OETC

Faculty FY 1976-1978

1976 1977 1978
(Jan-June)

# Z days 2 # % days 2 # X days Z

1. Personal Growth 12 33% 46 23% 6 19% 50 25% 6 29% 13 13%
•'es.,5 gestalt
awareness seminar)

2. Groug Process/ 9 25Z 77 38% 8 25% 64 32% 5 24% 48 49%
Structured
Experiences

(e~gVp Up TL)

3. OD gqnsultation 4 11% 16 8% 6 19% 33 17% 2 102 20 21%
Skills (e.g., team
V-j idTng lab)

4. Professional 1 82 23 11% 8 25% 41 21% 5 242 11 '71
Conferences
e.g. ODNe twork)

5. Managermuat 5 14% 30 1% 4 132 9 51 ...
(e.g., personalrime' maigemcont)

6. Admin/Clerical 2 6% 4 2% ... ..-"----2 IOZ 2 2%
r*.&*j secretariel
skills)

7. Other/Unclassified . 3% 5 2% ... ....- 1 5% 3 32
7e IT' summer

seasion)

Totals 36 201 32 197 21 97
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the OETC faculty should be drawn from the best practicing
OESOs, like the way West Point instructors are chosen...
DON'T take faculty directly from the school--those guys
know less than the students and have no credibility."

Four recommendations were advanced by respondents to deal with
this issue: (1) Recruit more faculty from the ranks of experi-
enced OESOs; (2) recruit faculty with extensive consulting
experience in other organizational environments, especially
other military settings, industry, and government; (3) give
existing faculty the time and sanction to undertake consulting
assignments to get personal experience and "stay grounded in
what it's really like out there"I and (4) bring in experienced
outside experts to give presentations and teach cases: for
example, "practicing OESOs, clients, DA experts, MACOM represen-
tatives, academic faculty from Leavenworth, the Navy PG school,
or good universities, Navy and Air Force OE people, external
consultants from industry."

It should be noted that OETC is recruiting more faculty from
the increasing pool of experienced OESOs, and that recruitment
from this source has been practically constrained by the lack
of m siz,-.ble group of OESOs who could return to the faculty, and
Army career patterns which discourage back-to-back tours in the
OE program and limit billets for higher-ranking personnel with
OE experience , OETC is also supplying more faculty to partici-
pate in field consulting and training assignments, inviting
practicing OESOs to present cases at the school, an.: bringing
outside experts (e.g., Israeli OE personnel) to mal:,. presenta-
tions to OETC faculty and students. These efforts. t2'•ould be
continued and expanded as resources permit.

"Parochialism"

OErC training faculty are criticized for "only knowing how
to do one thing," the "one thing" being structured experiences
focusing on individual awareness, personal growth, and inter-
personal process. As noted, OETC is beginning to develop
realistic cases which deal with actual Army situations, and
therefore some change in emphasis can be expected.

Standards

OETC faculty were criticized for not having clear academic
or competency standards for faculty selection and professional
development. The real issue here is whether or not faculty are
competent--and capable of producing competent graduates--not
whether they are academically credentialed. Faculty competen-
cies are particularly important in the teaching of consulting
skills because research indicates that these skills are conveyed
by student modeling of instructor behavior, and that students
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cannot exceed the lovel of competence demonstrated by their
instructors (i.e., if instructors function at a low level of
accurate empathy or critical thinking, students will remain at
this level--Carkhuff, 1969).

Recommendations to improve the OETC faculty included (1) re-
cruitment of better academically credentialed personnel; (2) use
of an assessment center or other performance measures to select
faculty members on the basis of objectively measurable competency
criteria; (3) increased use of outside experts; and (4) moving
OETC under the wing of an academic faculty.

Professional Development

OE7C faculty expressed concerns about (1) the amount of time
and money they were allowed for professional development, and
(2) the types of professional development of most value to them-
selves and to OETC. All faculty felt that opportunities for
professional development were very important and that, due to
their classroom teaching loads and resources constraints, they
did not get as many chances for professional development as they
needed.

The issue with the type of professional development courses
attended by the faculty parallels the concerns, mentioned above,
about standards for professional development for OESOs and about
"parochialism":

"Most of the inputs to faculty and the school are
skewed towards personal growth and group process dynamics--
We keep getting the same external people with the same
pitch through here. We've had X (a gestalt-oriented con-
sultant) three times and are about to get him a fourth--
Hoy come we never get Peter Drucker or Peter Vaill
(consultants known, respectively, for management policy
analysis and sociotechnical systems expertise)?"

One faculty member who had attended a lengthy and expensive
workshop design/structured experience train,ýng program observed,
"What I learned was that OETC is at the state of the art--I was
there with people from industry and other environments, and what
was new to them I had already seen, and we (OETC) already use."
The question here is whether OETC faculty should invest further
"professional development funds in areas well known to them, as
opposed to such areas as sociotechnical and evaluation methods
in which they are not as knowledgeable.

The author, with OETC faculty help, was able to classify

professional development courses attended by OETC faculty on
Army Funds (Table 11) and external consultants who conducted
courses at the school (Table 12). These data indicate that at
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TABLE 12

Classification of External Consultants Used by OETC
1Y 1976-1.978

1976 1977 1978
(Aug-Sept) (Jan-June).

# X days 2 # 2 days Z # Z days 2

Personal Growth 1 172 1 52 1 17% 7 18Z 3 19X 6 122
(e.g., self-defeating
behavior)

Group Process/ 1 17% 4 20% 2 17% 9 24% 1 6% 5 10%
Structured Experiences

Team building for OETC - - -- -- -- ------- 1 6% 4 82
Staff

OD Consultation Skills 1 17% 1 5% 6 50Z 16 422 4 -- 19 37%

Management (e.g., HBO, 1 172 3 152 ---- --- --- 3 19X 5 101
key managers course)

Other (e.g., race 2 332 11 552 2 172 6 162 4 252. 12 24%
relations# OE in the
Israeli army)

Totals 6 20 12 38 16 51
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most a quarter to a third of faculty external professional
development activities could be classified as personal growth
and that these activities are decreasing as a percentage of
total faculty professional development. Group process/
structured experience workshops predominate, constituting a
third to a half of all faculty professional development, and
this percentage is actually increasing. Consultation skills
seminars and professional conferences account for most other
resources expended by OETC on professional development. The
key point in these data is not that excessive time is spent on
personal growth but that too little is spent on "hard, task-
oriented" management approaches (e.g., organixation design, job
enrichment, or policy planning) and evaluation. This suggests
that faculty should be encouraged to attend, and professional
development resources should be targeted on, sociotechnical and
evaluation courses.

Mixed Strengths/Weaknesses

Attrition

Some persons see attrition among the faculty as a serious
issue and indicator of declining morale at the school. OtherS,
feeling that "some faculty have been here too long and we badly
need new blood and new ideas," welcome this attrition as an
opportunity to bring new faculty with new perspectives to OETC.

Advisors

All students agreed that faculty advisors were v !ry impor-
tant. Most reported that their advisor had spent co::.isderable
time with and been of great help to them. A few staited that
one of their major disappointments with OETC was that they had
not had sufficient contact with their faculty advisors.

OETC Administration and Organization
tip

This section presents data specificall-if concerning the OETC
• command group, administration, support services, and general
* organization. Comments are grouped in strengths, weaknesses,

and mixed strength/weakness categories.

Strengths

Credibility

The command group is widely praised (even by respondents who
would prefer a more "academic" atmosphere--i.e., no uniforms, no j
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PT requirements, use of first names) for "restoring a military
image to OETC" and "working tirelessly and effectively to pro-
mote the credibility of OB in the Army."

Library

OETC's'library and librarians receive virtually unanimous
•raise for being knowledgeable, always ready to help, genuinely
nterested in the school's subject matter; for genuinely caring

about students; for being organized; and for assembling an ex-
cellent set of resources in several media. Some students ex-
pressed a desire for the library to be open at night, but the
librarian reportedly has experimented with keeping the library
open later hours, and has found that, in fact, very few students
used the library at night.

Weaknesses

Organization

OETC respondents were nearly unanimous in agreeing that the
school's present organization, based on the ISD model, is inef-
fective. One respondent described it as follows:

"The XSD model is a perfect example of 'theory X'
management, a system based on maximum feasible mistrust.
You can't trust Training to do it right, so you have
Training Development to tell Ehem how to do it. You
can't trust Training Development, so you have Training
Concepts to tell Development what to do. Then you have
Evaluation to keep everybody ho-nest--and you have spies
checking up on spies, with everybody brother-ratting
everybody else. Training complains Training Development
doesn't do its job because it doesn't write lesson plans,
but just try to tell a Ph.D. what to teach in his class-
room. As a result, you have everyone doing everything,
or their own thing, and nobody sharing-any information
with anyone else." f.

(This respondent went on to describe how the originator of the
ISD model, now a senior civil servant in a military training
organization, has found that ISD does not work in practice, at
least as an organizational design.) Respondents in every •..irec-
torate (and especially evaluation) asserted that, "No one listens
to or communicates with us." Numerous respondents bemoaned what
they perceived as "the increasing bureaucratic layering at OETC."

Good organizational design is said to follow the principles
of good architectural design: *Form follows function" (organi-
zational designs should reflect the ways in which the work actu-
ally gets done) and "less is more" (the simplest design that
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results in task accomplishment is the best). The ISD model,
essentially a logical process of steps for designing courses,
has been reified into a form in the TRADOC schools model.

Respondents observed, "Form does not follow function--this
place is run as if the structure didn't exist--somehow the work
gets done, but it puts a terrible premium on personal skills and
communications, which often break down."

Respondents proposed three basic alternatives for reorganiz-
ing OETC. The first was to combine Concepts Development with
Training Development, leaving Training, Evaluation, and Opera-
tions separate, creating a total of four directorates. The sec-
ond was to combine Training Development and Training, Concepts
Development and Evaluation, leaving Operations separate, for a
total of three directorates. The third option was to move to a
matrix organization, creating task groups or course committees
of individuals from existing directorates to work on specific
tasks (e.g., the NCO course or the recruiting command project).
Respondents doubted, however, that any organizational changes
could be made. Three constraints were cited:

"* "For political reasons, OETC--which is already considered
'strange'--cannot afford to look different from any other
TRADOC school's organizational chart;"

* directorates are now understaffed, hence are likely to
be reluctant to release personnel for matrix task force
assignments; and

* the chain of command and rank structure (LTCs as direc-
torate heads) makes it impossible for matrix project
managers to report directly to the command group. (It
is nevertheless the author's impression that OETC now
uses matrix groups and temporarily assigns people among
directorates quite freely for many tasks despite these
constraints--e.g., the Leadership Conference tasked with
revising the LMDC course.)

• .Mixed Strengths and Weaknesses

Administrative Suport

Students and graduates are relatively dissatisfied with
individual and family in- and out-processing, housing (espe-
cially NCOs)j and noisy, dirty classroom facilities (see Tables
10 and 13 for student post-course ratings of administrative
functions--OETC). Students particularly want more "welcome

-7
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TABLE 13

Class 2-78 Student Post-Course Questionnaire of
OETC Administrative Services

(N- 28)

1-strongly disagree 3-neutral 4-agree
2-disagree 5-strongly agree

Item Mean Rank

Agree (Satisfied)

3. financial needs handled well 4.18 #3
4. records needs handled well 4.29 #1
5. mail handled well 3.75 #7
6. distribution and message needs 4.14 #4

handled well
7. received information when I asked 4.25 #2
8. received accurate information 4.00 #6
9. received administrative assistance 4.04 #5

when I asked

Disagree (Dissatisfied)

1. received adequate arrival information 2.14 #1
2. received enough arrival information 2.32 #2

10. living arrangements handled well 2.82 #3
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package" in-processing orientation information. Other adminis-
trative functions are quite highly rated (see Table 13). Some
of these problems are attributed to OETC administrative person-
nel, but most to Ft. Ord administrative functions (which appear
to be beyond anyone's control). Although doubtlessly real
annoyances, these complaints seem to be in ?he category of com-
mon gripes, found in all military organizatsins, about support
servicest not trivial, but not so severe as to prevent students
from learning or even to seriously damage their morale.

Administrative personnel point out that while OETC's student
load has increased from 90 to 270, a factor of 3, support and
faculty have increased from 47 to 77, less than a factor of 2.
Despite this increased load, OETC administration is given credit
for improving services and providing assistance when asked:
"They are trying...the fact that they are trained as OESOs them-
selves, hence understand our needs and know how to listen.,
really helps...Xeroxing and printing support is much better."
An interesting recommendation made by one membero"rOETC's
administrative staff was that the OETC curriculum should
incorporate personal coping skills into classroom learning:

"Students could take the problem of making medical
appointments, which they now expect iir to do for them,
as an exercise in person&l Lesponsir ilit.... , group of
students could observe Lhe Ft. Ord out-processing center
they are so dissatisfied with as an OE exerci•, assess
it and problem solve, and report back to the of the
class how to deal with it."

External Commitmenta

OETC faculty worried about the number of external commit-
ments the school was taking on (e.g., the recruiting command
effort), asserting that these commitments upset balanced,
scheduled work loads and stretched faculty resources to the
point of dysfunctional stress. On the other hand, OETC person-
nel argued that these commitments effectively responded to
needs and enhanced the credibility of 0E throughout the Army *

As noted, many faculty desire opportunitiesito consult outsyide
the school to "stay in touch with reality* 4nd for their own
professional development. A possible recommendation here would

be for OTC itself to adopt some of the mana ement information
and control systems of professional service hirms, developing
specific objectives and plans for manpower usage to a set limit
of individual and total applied time.

Support to the Field

Field OESOs request that OETC provide more support: profes-
sional development courses, book reviews and notes on new ideas
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in the field, "call in" advice, more conferences and cross-
teaming to enable OESOs from different installations to work
together and share ideas, a team of "master OESOs" who could
provide technical assistance when needed, and the like. Other
respondents question how much responsibility OETC should or#
given its limited resources, realistically can take for providing
these types of support. The O. Communique and "exportable pack-
ages"--specific workshop designs such as the transition and time
management workshops--are praised and ap'reciated.

Evaluation

The Evaluation Directorate is criticized by field OESOs for
lengthy and cumbersome data collection instruments, for a highly
complex evaluation design, and for failure to communicate *prac-
tically useful" findings. The latter comment stems primarily
from the fact that Evaluation's first priority has been to evalu-
ate the Army's OE program as a whole, rather than OETC itself.
Evaluation personnel complain that they are overwhelmed with
work (the author concurs) and that no one listens to them or
acts on their findings. While the author agrees with the
comments on instrument design, his perception of Evaluation is
quite positives Evaluation personnel ar6 highly competent,
there is a wealth of data in the Phase I and II evaluation
reports, and the findings and recommendations of the present
report are essentially the same as those made in these earlier
reports. A recommendation would be that Evaluation restrict
its scope and issue shorter, more comprehensible communications
designed to impact specifically on topics of current policy
concern in the OE program.

OETC's Organizational Climate

OETC currently appears to be at a crossroads between Its
start-up phase and its institutional future. There is a sense
of nostalgia among the original faculty (many now leaving) for
the "good old days," which they report were characterized by
tremendous commitment, the excitement of working on a completely
new and wholly malleable program, and considerable individual
freedom. These respondents worry about OETC becoming "Just
another TRADOC school," while acknowledging that this classic
Weberian process of charismatic leadership giving way to
routinization is both inevitable and necessary. Complaints
about "excessive efforts to paint OE green," faculty attrition,
and the stresses of OETC's growth--ostensibly evidence of de-
clining morale--appear to the author to be a logical step In
the school's growth. Objectively, OETC continues to be charac-
terized by an enormous amount of energy and hard work. These
are strengths on which the School can continue to build.
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Summary

OETC has clearly accomplished its mission: It has, in a
short time, under considerable pressure, produced a large number
of highly motivated graduates who have been successful in imple-
menting OE in the U.S. Army. This basic accomplishment must not
be lost sight of--all critical observations and recommendations
in the present report represent but footnotes to this central
achievement.

OETC graduates are prepared to the state of the art in one
area of organizational development consultation: facilitation
of structured experiences in small groups. They are adequately
prepared in basic process consultation techniques: quite com-
petent in interviewing and feeding back data to clients, but
weaker in contracting for and helping clients implement specific
changes which can result in improved mission accomplishment.
Most OESOs (there are significant exceptions) are sketchily pre-
pared in survey-guided development techniques, largely due to
the cumbersome nature and processing procedures of the existing
GOQ. Almost all OESOs need more training in sociotechnical and
c aluation methods. It is in this area that OETC is most in
need of improvement.

A summary of the recommendations made in this report is
presented in Table 14.

6 II

IS
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TABLE 14

Sutmmary of Recommendations

Recommendation 1.1

OETC should emphasize mission accomplishment in every aspect
of its curriculum. Students should be asked in every exercise
and every case to indicate how their interventions, personal or
organizational, will impact on meaningful results outcomes for
the individuals, workgroups, or units with which they work.

Recommendation 1.2

OETC should expand the curriculum time devoted to evaluation
measures and methodologies. Students should be aiked in each
case or exercise to identify a problem or outcome variable meas-
ure in quantitative terms and how they would determine, for any
OE operation they implemented, the impact it had on this problem
or outcome measure.

Recommendation 1.2.1.

OETC faculty should seek guidance and clarification from OE
program policy makers on realistic and measurable goals and
objectives for OE operations and the OE program as a whole, and
the types of units which would receive priority in attempting to
achieve these goals and objectives (e.g., line versus staff or
industrial base units, and effective versus marginal or poorly
performing units--or some optimum combination of the unit types).
The OETC curriculum should clearly communicate to all students
this gpal and objective guidance, recommended measures, and
priority targets for OE operations.

Recommendation.1.2.2.

OETC should ask students in assessment Wnd planning exercises
to practice getting clients to state problems in terms which
permit quantitative measuremant of change inr problem status, and
contracting with clients for evaluation activities to assess the
impact of OE activities.

Recommendation 1.3

2OETC curriculum, cases, and exercises should emphasize
completion of all four steps of the APIE sequence, especially
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the initiatory, prescriptive, or implementation skills needed
to provide clients with practical recommendations which motivate
them to act to improve their organizational performance. Each
case or exercise should require students to specify what they
would suggest the client do to solve his or her problem. Dyadic
counseling and consulting-iimulations should include evaluations
of the extent to which students in the consultant role helped
clients formulate specific goals and action steps, and motivated
them to act.

Recommendation 1.4

The OETC curriculum should include more emphasis on
practical sociotechnical methods: organization strategy and
structure, job redesign, management information and control
systems, ORSA techniques, and other management methods that im-
pact directly on measurable performance indicators. At minimum,
OESOs should be able to diagnose when client organizations might
profit from using these methods, know what methods ars available,
and be able to refer clients to, or "bring in on the case" and
work with, experts in these arcas (e.g., Army management analyst,
ORSA, or MISO personnel). Wherevet possible, OETC case and
exercise materials should present students with complex socio-
technical problems which require them to analyze and propose
solutions that go beyond purely "people circle" interventions.

Recommendation 1.5

OETC should recruit faculty with an academic background and
practical consulting experience in sociotechnical approaches.
On a short-run basis, these services could be contracted for
from faculty at the Navy Postgraduate School, which includes
persons well-versed in technostructural intervention theory and
in theo case method of instruction. In the intermediate term,
OETC should recruit persons with these qualifications for its
own faculty. In the long-term, OETC should perhaps be moved
under the aegis of an academic faculty. -

Recommendation 2.1

An empirically-based, criterion-validated competency model
"*. for OESOs should be developed. OETC or research agencies sup-

porting the Army's OE program should develop an OESO competency
model, based on the knowledge and skills exhibited by a crite-
rion sample of practicing OESOs rated most effective, whicb
specifies objectively measurable competencies capable of being
used to select, train, and certify OETC students. Competency
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standards, stated in terms of demonstrable behaviors, should be
clearly stated so that students know what is expected of them.

Recommendation 2.2

Reliable and valid applications tests should be developed
to assess OETC applicants, measure student educational progress,
define requirements for graduation, and provide students with
guidance as to which professional development resource would be
of most benefit to them.

Recommendation 2.3

OETC should publish a catalogue with guidance on profes-
sional development courses most likely to improve OESOs' pro-
fessional performance. Findings previously discussed indicate
that sociotechnical and evaluation methods courses should be
given highest priority.

Recommendation 3.1

OETC should continue its present efforts to "Arny-ize"
striictured experiences where possible to increase their real.ism,
and drop from the curriculum those exercises which appear irrel-
evant to Army environments. OETC should increase th.,: ;se of
realistic organizational development cases (e.g., th,ose in the
organizational behavior seriea published by the Harv_,rd Business
School international Case Clearinghouse) which meet the criteria
established by Bennett and Chakravarthy (1978): Organizational
development cases should (1) focus on an interest-arousing (mis-
sion accomplishment) issue; (2) require solution of management
probleps; (3) present alternative solutions; (4) be self-suffi-
cient in theoretical backgroundl and (5) teach a management
skill. (Criteria 4 and 5 mean that the case actually describes
methods students can use--e.g., five alternative organizational
design options for differentiating tasks, integrating operations,
and reducing conflict among organizations Vth overlapping
responsibilities.)

Recommendation 3.2

OETC should recruit or contract for faculty who have had
extensive practical consulting experience in military and/or
industrial settings on problems of improving mission accomplish-
ment (cf. Recommendation 1.5 above).
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Recommendation 3.3

OETC should invite practicing OESOs, clients, and OD practi-
tioners in other organizational settings to present actual OE
cases in a "living case" format to expose students to real prob-
lems, task-oriented models of consultation, and alternative
intervention methods.

Recommendation 4.0

The OETC curriculum should provide two to five days of
specialized training to prepare students for specific job and
MACOM assignments. This module should include realistic cases
and presentations, conducted by OESOs from the placement site,
which illustrate the specific missions, problems, OE programs,
and outcome objectives at the site.

Recommendation 5.0

The OETC curriculum should include a brief module on methods
and standards for management of internal consulting organiza-
tions, with a case problem or exercise which requires students
to set up a time and cost accounting system for a group of
practicing OESOs.
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ORGANIZATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS TRAINING CENTER

FACT SHEETS

The contents of this folder are designed to provide information on

Organisational Effectiveness Training Center, its activities and plans.

t
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FACE SHEET

USI TRADIOC

LTC liatt/7325
3 Feb 78

SUWBJ=: USA Organizational Effectiveness Training Center (CRIC)
Organization

OPNS/SUpPFO1I TRAInIn EMUMAJIM DELOPMME E1I'SMNT
DIFW1'RATE DI3CIORAWE DIRECXM)MTE DIRPtORPA'E DI1POWRA'E

1. OPmERAIg§Z/SUPPORT D CIMMRAM: Provides administrative and budget
services to include correspondance, orders, communications, and fo~rs/
records mnanagement. Formilat~es pans, policies, and procedures pertain-
ing to civilian personnel administration, distribution and management.
Coordinates logistical support and facilities maintenance. fornilates
plns, policies, and procedures pertaining to military, permanent party

and student personnel administration, distribution and mariagement. Co-
ordinates logistical support and facilities maintenance.

2. TRAINING DIRECIVRfl: Accomlishes training. Serves as program
manager Ea principal -advis or to' the Qzmiunder for the conduct and
aftbidstraticn of resident and Any~-wide extension training. Provides
subjecot matter expertise as required to support all OEMIT functions.

3. EVAWATION DIRtQMPTE.: Evaluates all amnects ofiprganizational
Eff~f~v oUi Elso in the prces of the latest training,
octrinal and concepts. Provides performance data anialy-

I"""4

il | - i I-

series to includer oaorrsodne rersn inera adexenalain, adimnd. fomuts
in-ctous iv1and porst rladuiitationsureystributlopdot ans anbasis for

manalyiger•dpicplavsr the effectivrness oheinonductian.
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4. * ONCEPTS DEVLOPMNTS DIRECTORATE: conducts camceptual and doctrinal
studles, engaqges iSn eard and practical field experiences, fobnulates
operational and organizational ooncepts and doctrine. Maintains contact
with educatinal, buslnes, and other services involved in application of
n~nageSIant d behavioral sciece techniques. Designs, tests and validates
CE survey ingtrwets. Contributes doctrinally sound publications for
Any-wid dis•sdnation.

5. TAINIMG MD uT5 DIRSCIORATE: PerfomUs _icti system
devsB~itýEDevelops Clourses of nSotructiont instructional inaterial,
audio-visual ted'Inoogim, and related dcistatin for institutional
and ewxtnio instruction. Rosponsible for A=W-wide Training Literature
Program.

6. Authorized perscnnal strengdhs are as followst

OFFICE OF TM~ Copm m OPEPA~LIa;S ANqD St)PPORI

Officer - I Officer - 3
Civilian - i Civilian - 8

WEnisted - 3

TRAInING EVALLWTICt

Officer - 20 Officer - 6
Civilian - 9 Civilian - 2
Enlisted - 5

C34CEMS EEEDMN WAINING DEVTzEMP TS

Offi~er - 6 Officer - 3
Civilian - 5 Civilian - SII- T

Offic• r - 39
Civilian - 30
Enlisted - 8
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FACT SHEET

USATRADOC
OETC
MAJ Sawczyn/3898
10 Feb 78

SUBJECT: Equal Opportunity (EO)/Organizational Effectiveness (OE)
Relationship

1. Organizational effectiveness involves the military application of
selected behavioral science techniques to strengthen the chain of command
and to improve the way in which people and groups interact with one an-
other in their day-to-day activities. Equal opportunity directly supports
teamwork, unit cohesion and esprit de corps by assuring fair treatment for
all and by reducing divisive influences. EO and OE are thus complementary
and mutually reinforcing functions, directed toward a common goal with EO
oriented upon individuals within organizations and OE oriented upon organi-
zations as systems and all their components. A close and continuous work-
ing relationship must exist between the Equal Opportunity Staff Officer
(EOSO) and the Organizational Effectiveness Staff Officer (OESO).

2. During the assessment phase of OE operations, the OESO can assist the
EOSO by bringing to the attention of the unit commander information rele-
vant to equal opportunity situations within the organization. Based upon
the unit commander's action to seek the assistance of an EOSO, the OESO
can help in the design and application of activities to achieve equal
opportunity objectives. Conversely, the EOSO can assist the OESO in the
identification of equal opportunity problems in an organization and in
suggestion or assistance in conduct of activities that the commander may
employ in dealing with areas of concern. Areas of cooperation and coordi-
nation are continual and cut across nearly all activities of both staff
officers. These activities are facilitated when, as often occurs, both
staff officers are assigned under an HRD coordinator.

3. To iqsure the EO/OE relationship, as it currently exists, is ingrained
in newly trained OESOs, a continued interface is maintained between DRRI
and OETC staff and faculty. Eight interservice instructors from DRRI pre-
sented a full week of instruction to OETC Class 2-77., DRRI instructors
are unable to present instruction to Class 3-77 but w4s1l again be requested
for future OETC courses.
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FACT SHEET

USA TRADOC
OETC
LTC Denzler
3 February 1978

SUBJECT: Course of Instruction Provided by the US Army Organizational
Effectiveness Training Center (USAOETC)

1. The Organizational Effectiveness Training Course (OETC) is a
16-week program of instruction which prepares selected officer to
perform as Organizational Effectiveness Staff Officers (OESO). The
course is a combination of lectures, discussions, small group activi-
ties and practical training in OE techniques. The course trains officers
to look at an organization as a composite of interdependent parts
(systems approach) and to be able to assist commanders in the full
four-step OE cycle (assessment, planning, implementation, evaluation).
Officers graduated from the course are awarded the AS! 5Z.

2. Additional courses of OE related instruction listed below can be
conducted- by the staff and faculty of USAOETC.

a. Leadership and Management Development Course (L&KDC) is a
one-week course of instruction for personnel E-5 through 0-? nd GS-7
through GS-11. The course is designed for developing, incot 'sting
and applying the leadership doctrine contained in FM 22-100, .;flitary
Leadership." The focus of L&NDC Is to assist the student t(. urther
develop leadership/management skills to effectively and eff"lciently
manage people to accomplish organizational missions. Communication,
leadership, performance and personal counseling skills and methods
are included in the COI.

b. Leadership and Management Development Trainers Course (LIMDTC)
is a four-week program of Instruction for senior NCOs, 0-2 and 0-3, and
GS-9 through GS-11, to train them In the skills andknowledge necessary
to successfully conduct the Leadership and Managemeah Development Course.
Upon graduation, instructors are certified by the USAOETC and authorized
to conduct LIMOC.

C. Survey Officers Course (SOC) is a one-week instructional course
designed to provide participants with sufficient knowledge and skills
to conduct an Installation-wide survey system. Graduates are able to
design, administer, analyze and report survey results at the installation
level.
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d. OE Key Manager Course is a two week program of instruction
designed to familiarize senior field grade officers (06/05) with OE
activities/capabillties. The emphasis is on providing theim. techniques
for organizing and managing OE resources i-n the Army.

I "8
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FACT SHEET

USA TRADOC
OETC
LTC Denzler
3.Feb 78

SUBJECT: Organizational Effectiveness Training Course (OETC)

1. The OETC is designed to provide selected personnel with training
in the integrated and systematic military application of selected
Organizational Effectiveness methods and related advanced management
and behavioral science skills and techniques. Individuals successfully
completing the course are awarded the ASI 5Z and the duty title
Organizational Effectiveness Staff Officer (OESO).

2. The OESO is a member of the Commander's staff who performs an
advisory function to assist In improving Organizational Effectiveness
(OE) and mission accomplishment. The OESO works to strengthen the
chain of command, increase individual and unit effectiveness, and
open channels of communication.

3. The course is a 16-week program designed to enhance the OESO's
ability to apply a systematic approach to OE in the Army. This approach
promotes an understanding of the interrelationships within and among
the various components of an organization as well as between the organi-
zation and its environment. The course emphasizes the complex nature
of organizations and therefore is designed to provide the OESO
with sufficient knowledge and techniques to determine how organizations
operate under varying conditions and in specific circumstances. Upon
complet4on of the course, the graduate will be able to carry out the
following tasks:

a. Brief commander on OE.

b. Conduct assessments through survey, interview and/or observation.

c. Organize relevant data and assist in command action planning.

d. Assist in the conduct of actions designed to implement organi-
zational improvements (use of enabling skills).

a. Evaluate the OE efforts conducted and follow up with appropriate
actions.
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FACT SHEET
USA TRADOC
OETC
MAJ Coke/2461
8 Feb 78

SUBJECT: The Leadership and Management Development Course (L&MDC)

1. The Leadership and Management Development Course (L&MDC) is a one
week program designed to increase leadership/management skills of par-
ticipants through a first hand analysis of both individual and group
behavior. Learning takes place in a small group setting following the
principles of Adult Learning. Participants focus specific interpersonal
skills to the work environment by active involvement in the experiential
based approach to training.

2. Grade Structure: E-5 through 0-5 and DAC equivalents.

3. Composition: Peer training is suggested with no more than two grade
structures mixed. Intact work groups should not be trained.

4. Len..th: Five consecutive days.

5. Size: Small groups of 8 to 12. Ten students and two trainers are
consTdered optimum. Single trainers should not be used.

6. Training Subjects:

a. Interpersonal skills
b. Group Development Processes
c. Decision Making Theories
d. Communications Skills
e. Strategies of Competition; collaboration
f. Utilization of Influence; Power
g. Values
h. Trust and Confidence
i. ,Performance Counseling
J. Personal Counseling

7. Graduates of L&MDC are not qualified trainers and should not be ex-
pected to perform a training role.
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FACT SHEET
USA TRADOC

OETC
MAJ Coke/2461
8 Feb 78

SUBJECT: The Leadership and Management Development Trainers Course (L&MDTC)

1. The Leadership and Management Development Trainers Course (L&MDTC) is a
four week program designed to prepare personnel to conduct the Leadership
and Management Development Course (L&MDC). The four part course design
follows the Experiential Learning Model that requires prospective trainers
to learn by doing. During week one the student trainers attend the L&MDC
as participants. This first step allows the students to experience the
content and process of the exercises. Week two is dedicated to further
developing the trainers' cognitive knowledge of the subjects presented dur-
ing the first week. A variety of teaching techniques are used during this
period to reinforce the learning. The third week is devoted to rehearsals
and critiques of the exercises. In depth reviews are conducted by the stu-
dent trainers. Week four is the practical examination of the first three
weeks. The student trainers conduct an L&MDC under the guidance of a fac-
ulty member.

.2. Grade Structure: E-7 through 0-5 and DAC equivalents.

3. Comosition and Size: An even number of trainees. Ten to twelve stu-
dents for every two faculty trainers is the expected ratio. Units initiat-
ing L&MDC should expect to train two person teams.

4. Length: Four consecutive weeks. Weekends should not be scheduled be-
caus~eoT the intensity of the training.

5. Trai•ni. Subjects: The content information of L&MDC plus technical
skil f facilitation.

6. Graddates of L&MDTC are qualified to present L&MDC but are not qualified
to train other trainers.
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ORGANIZATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS STAFF OFFICER
TRAINING COURSE

COURSE OUTLINE

WEEK 1 - Overview of OE, OE Training Course and introduction to systems
theory.

General understanding of OE, its role within the US Army
establishment and its relationship to other established Army
programs (eg. RR/EO, Drug and Alcohol, MAPTOE, etc.).

General understanding of the roles and functions of the OESO
and how the course will prepare him/her to serve in this
capacity.

Understanding of the application of systems concepts to
organizations. Ability to analyze an organization as a
group of interrelated sub-systems.

WEEK 2 - Leadership and Management Development Course (L&MDC).

Acquire and demonstrate skills which contribute to more
effective management.

WEEK 3 - Individual Skill Development

Understand how perceptions and attitudes are formed and how
they impact on individual and group behavior.

Understand the concept of personal goals and demonstrate the
ability to translate them into specific life objectives and
plans.

Understand the concepts of "values" and "attitudes% how
they are acquired and how they influence behavior.

Understand the concept of "socialization"'.nd its application
to individual psychological growth.

Understand and be able to utilize the concept of *power"
within an individual frame of reference.

Understand and be able to discuss human behavior In descriptive
language, and be able to describe its implications for inter-
personal relationships.
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WEEK 4 (continued)

Understand the nature and dynamics of intrapersonal conflict
and be able to demonstrate skills of creative intrapersonal
management.

WEEK 4 - Leadership in Organizations

Understanding of the factors involved in various approaches
to leadership and management.

Awareness of the situational aspects of leadership and the
impact on managerial effectiveness caused by the application
of a situational approach to the practice of leadership.

-Work Group Formation.

Understand the functioning of small work groups in terms of
their developmental requirements and functional and dysfurc-
tional behaviors.

Awareness of the dyanmics of group functioning so as to be
able to assist commanders and managers to understand the
forces which influence individual behavior and the performance
of groups and organizations.

WEEK 5 - Design and Facilitation of Structured Experiences.

Understand the theory of small group training.

Understand the underlying considerations in the development
of structured activities for small group training.

Develop and demonstrate skills in design and Implementation
of stru'-tured experiences.

Awareness of trainer ethics.

Understand the application of small group training to the
practice of OE.

WEEK 6-7 - Assessment

Understand the rationale for ond purposes hnd functions of
assessment as part of the consultinC process.

Understand and demonstrate proficiency in the applicttion
of assessment technology (surveys a-d questionnaires,
Individual and group interviews, observation).

Understand and be able to identify racial and sexual factors
which impact upon individual and group behavior and organi-
zational functioning.
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WEEK 6-7 (continued)

Understand the process and technology of reducing and
assembling assessment data for presentation to the commander
or manager.

WEEK 8 - Planning

UnderstAnd the process of translating issues identified
during the assessment phase Into actions to affect
organizational change.

Understand and demonstrate ski,1 in the use of planning
technology.

Understand the methodology of the open-systems planning
process and its application.

WEEK 9 - Implementation

Understand and demonstrate skill in applying various
implementation techniques.

Awareness of resources which can be used in an Implementation
effort.

Awareness of problem areas and concerns In an Implementation
effort.

Understand the process of evaluating the result of the
implementation effort.

Understand the process of terminating the Implementation
effort, arranging for follow-up activities and closing the
contract.

WEEK 10 - Preparation for Field Training Exercise (FTX)

Understand the reationale behind the -design of the L&MDC
workshop and practice conducting sub-rportions of the
L&MDC design.

Travel to FTX site.

"W.E.EK 11-15 - Field Training Exercise

Deliver L&MDC workshop

Conduct a 4-week OE operation
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WEEK 11-15 (continued)

Return to Fort Ord. Critique of FTX and application of
student learning.

WEEK 16 - Course Termination

Planning for return to unit of assignment and assumption
of OESO dutieb to include strategic considerations for long
range OE implementation at Installation level.

Awareness of specific aspects of OE as emphasized by dif-
ferent MACON'S.

Outprocessing.

Graduation.

-94o,
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FACT SHEET

UA TRADOC
OETC
CPT 1arndt/2067
3 Feb 78

S08JnmT: Cost of Training an Organizational Effectiveness Staff Officer

Based on omptations made in the 3d Qiarter PY 77, the cost of traininq

an Organizational Effectiveness Stafff Officer is:

a. Total cost to the AnW is $14,775 per student.

b. Embluding the student's military labor ost, which would con-
tinue in any event, the :ost would be approximately $7,879.

c. Casts, chargeable to the Organizational Effectiveness Training
Center OKh, annual operating budget, total som $3,636 for each student.
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FACT SHEET

USA TRADOC
OETC
Mr. Savard/3898
3 Feb 78

SUBJECT: Installation-Wide Survey Instruments

1. Three installation-wide surveys have been developed for use by
OESOs and field commanders. The Military Personnel Questionnaire (MPQ),
the Military Wife Questionnaire (MWQ), and the Civilian Personnel Ques-
tionnaire (CPQ), collect opinions on aspects of Army life, work, and the
overall environment as.perceived by members of the military community.

2. The MPQ and MWQ emphasize two areas of concern in the Army today:
Improvement and professionalism and Army life. The CPQ is designed to
collect similar opinions about the post environment as perceived by the
civilian work force. These surveys have several question areas in com-
mon and can be used for cross-comparison to obtain a "climate" reading
for the entire military community.

3. Each of the surveys includes an optional supplemental section called
the Agency Specific Questionnaire (ASQ). This section is utilized by
agencies to elicit reactions to the type and quality of services they
are providing as well as to tap opinions about areas of specific interest
to that agency. Each agency proposes its own questions and becomes the
sole recipient of agency-specific data.

4. Individuals are selected to respond to the surveys on a random basis
through social security numbers. Questionnaires are distributed and re-
turned through Survey Control Action Officers (SCAOs) at the major unit
level. Survey accountability is maintained through annotation of per-
sonnel survey rosters. All questionnaires are returned in sealed
envelopes to assure anonymity of the respondents. The survey results are
presented to major unit commanders for the MPQ and the MWQ. For the CPQ,
the Civilian Personnel Office and all units or agencies employing civilians
receive the results. Appropriate survey feedback to all post personnel
is provided through the post news media. To facilitate efficient
application of corrective measures, demographic variAbles (e.g., rank,
race, age) are used to further identify problem areig, and to determine
the scope and location of the problem.

5. The overall value of the post-wide surveys is reflected in their
use as both an information source and an effective management tool. The
information provided by the surveys can be useful to the OESO in estab-
lishing a "baseline" or backdrop of the post-wide or major unit climate
against which OE operations can be viewed.
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FACT SHEET

USA TRADOC
ONTC
CPT Best/7980

6 Feb 78

SUBJECT: Organizational Effectiveness Evaluation Plan

1. USAOETC is currently involved in a three and one-half year effort
to evaluate Organizational Effectiveness in the Army. This study is
inquiring into O and the Impact It is having on Army unite at all levels.
The five phases of the evaluation overlap and build on one another so as
to provide feedback to the Army that will allow for updating and improve-
ment of the OR effort.

2. The five phases are:

PHASE ISSUE ADDRESSED EMPHASIS

I. How best to implement OE to maximize its ACCEPTANCE
potential for acceptance.

March 1977

1I. how beet to train, prepare and assign TRAINING
OESO to maximize the potential of the PREP4Pý'ý T ',T
O0 effort at the assigned organization. ANDWAS,

October 1977

Ill. How best to Implement OR to maximize the
potential of a desired planned change.

July 31, 1978

IV. How beet to conduct OR to realize TECHNIQUES
potential of desired planned change.

April 30, 1979

V. What does OE accomplish and what does •OST/BENFXIT
It cost?

October 30, 1979

3. Results on a phase-by-phase basis wll be used to modify OE doctrine
policy and training to enhance the value of 03 to the Army. Findings
will be presented to CG, TRADOC. Commanders and field OESOx will receive
findings and conclusions after approval. Additional detailed information
and answers to specific questions concerning data obtained in any of the
phases is available upon request to OETC Evaluation Directorate.

4. The end product of the Evaluation Plan is to provide data to allow
effective tailoring of 03 training, doctrine and resources to meet the
needs of Army orsanizations.
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FACT SHEET

USA TRADOC
OETC
LTC Watt/7325
3 Feb 78

SUBJECT: Future Projects

1. Organizational Effectiveness in the Reserve and National Guard Units:
Currently OESOs are assigned to support active Army units only. This
leaves the Reserves, National Guard, and ROTC without exposure to the
benefit from OE. Because of organizational considerations and time and
training restrictions, incorporating OE into these organizations is not
Just a matter of assigning an OESO. An entire spectrum of basic ques-
tions must be resolved. Can OE be incorporated into the Reserves? If
so, how best to do this? What type of implementation strategies are ap-
propriate? Where should OESOs be assigned? Should they be Reservists
or active Army? Initial investigation of this area of concern is being
studied and work has already begun with active Army personnel in the
Readiness Regions.

2. The Role of the NCO in Organizational Effectiveness: The NCO's func-
tion, place of assignment, and training must be determined. Four NCOs
have attended the full 16-week course and it is planned that ten additional
NCOs will be enrolled in a future class in 1978. Upon graduatiom, these
ten NCOs will join the faculty. Their experiences both in the course and
OE in the field will be evaluated to assist in making final datertmination
of the role of the NCO. A preliminary 10-week course of instruction for
OENCOs has been designed for implementation at OETC beginning in late 1978
or early 1979. Additionally, OE instruction is now being presented at the
Sergeants Major Academy, Fort Bliss, Texas.

3. Training of the Department of the Army Civilian OESOs: Other than OETC
faculty, only two DACs have undergone OESO training. In view of the large
number of civilian employees in the Army, the potential for and places to
utilize civilian employees in OE must be determined. This is of particular
importance to such commands as DARCOM and MDW. Develgpment of this project
is being accomplished in close coordination with CPOs',nd additional civil-
ians will be trained during 1978.

4. POI Update: Curriculum modifications based on the results of each phase
of the evaluation plan will be a continuing effort. As the evaluation plan
gives indicators of instructional elements that should be added, deleted, or
modified, action will be taken to modify the POI to provide the best, current,
most needed instruction possible.
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5. Survey Data Processing System: An interim OE Survey Data Processing
System has been developed to process the GOQ. Approval was received to
distribute this program to the field and an instruction team has provided
update information to OESOs in the field on the use of this program. Work
will continue on developing the final version of the program.

6. Service School Modules: Instructional materials for OE instruction in
- the TRADOC service school system has been provided to all service schools.

USAOETC is assisting in their implementation Army-wide, evaluating effects
and redesigning according to findings. To date, quality assurace checks
of instruction scheduled for presentation have been conducted at the infan-
try, Armor, Artillery, Engineer, and Signal schools, Sergeants Major Acad-
emy, as well as the C&GSC. Additional quality assurance visits will be
made to the Air Defense Artillery, Military Police, Missile and Munitions,
and Transportation schools.

7. Organizational Effectiveness Key Managers Course: A one week course of
instruction for key staff officers responsible for OE policy, management
and instruction will be presented several times a year. The first presen-
tation of this course was conducted at OETC in December 1977 with key mana-
gers from CONUS MACOMs attending. Another course is planned for April 1978
for TRADOC School Key Managers and it is anticipated that four courses per
year will be conducted starting in the summer of 1978 for G-1 and DPCA key
managers. Some of the courses will be conducted at OETC and others will be
conducted at various CONUS installations.

8. Commander's Guide to Organizational Effectiveness: OETC will soon pub-
lish a Commander's Guide for OE. This guide will provide all commanders in
the field with a reference manual which describes OE, the various types of
OE operations and how a commander can utilize the assistance of the OESO to
improve combat effectiveness. Advance copies of this publication should be
in the hands of the commander by mid-1978.

9, Organizational Effectiveness Graphic Training Aid: OETC has developed
a Graphic Training Aid (GTA) for use in the field by small units, which ex-
plains OE and its application to small units. The design has been approved
and the FUnal art work is being accomplished. The GTA will be completed
and distributed to the field by early 1978.

10. Relationship of Organizational Effectiveness (OE).to Combat: OE is often
advocated as a method of improving the effectiveness Of Army organizations.
An examination of this concept as regards the peaceti*e pursuits of the Army

* .has been underway since 1975. To establish the value and benefit of OE in
the accomplishment of the Army's ultimate mission, success in combat, a pro-
ject is underway to examine and study OE in a war-time setting. This study

.. , will establish the relationship between OE and combat effectiveness and will
determine the OE techniques and methods useable in the combat environment.
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APPENDIX B

Itinerary for Dr. Lyle Spencer
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A2. DEPART(i'ENT OF THE ARMY

U.9 ARMY fAAIP4~fir ANPD OCT"11lC COMMANdD

- ORGANIZATIONAL CrpCCTIV&PigG& TRAINIPAC CCNI1gp

V ~ -PoRT CRV CALWrORNIA 9:1941

7 Junie 1978

ROuFThTr: Itinerary f~or Dr. Lyle Sponncer, 26-30 June 1978

fl".L/r~ii____ACTTIITTY IOZATION____

I.onmThy, 26 ams. 1.97C

0800 - 0945 Introductory I.1-eting with COL Palm"!-, BICI~c7 2M(
XOL aci~ nd Directors upstairs

J.Ic)0 - 12Cc) M~cLing I with VfC T)znzr2r, LWIC Dvauzler, BRcdq 2044
ClIMECL'X) riyD m f2.o, lraining Dietj it

1,l - 1330 ud

14.00 - 1630 v~~ .:ith T1ýainziric Vinrwto.r-- TC D=-nzlcr, B1c'ý' 2P,'I4
ate D~ivision Cliirpensr.9osE, L

TL~~F',27 Joe 1 Ml~ ~7

-~09115 SJrt Drti il 5rtrff I1dq 284.4, TraindwiJir,

]KO 110 wa IT bn-h

Sta iD al~ 42&2
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ATXW-P.iA-OS 7 June 1978

SUBJE~r: Itinerary for Dr. Lyle Spencer, 26-30 June 1978

fLZTE/TI•E ACTIVITY IflTIal

Wednesday, 28 June 1978

0800 - 0900 Meeting with Dr. Spehn, TD Dr. Spehn, Bldg 2864

0900 - 1000 Meeting with T) Staff Bldg 2864

1000 - 1200 Interviews, Material Review Bldg 2044

1200(- 1330 Lunch

1330 - 1430 Meeting with LTC Pike, CD LTC Pike, Bldg 2864

1430 - 1630 Meeting with CD Staff Bldg 2864

Thurscd.in', 29 June 1978

0800 - 0930 Meetoina with cjperatiams & CM. Armur, Bldg 2843

Su;prt Staff

0930 - 1030 Intervia.s, P'4terial Revi-LW 2844

1030 - 1203 Grup. I Intervia•s (10 Stuments) 28,14

1200 - 1330 LunCh

1330 - 1500 InLcrt..ews, Material Beview ildg 2844

".110 - IC10 G;:e .I It 'ir, (1) Stuoets) Dldg 2844

Frid'm, 30 Jumn 1S78,

08C'0 1015 Intervi-ew with C.)L Palr(&,4. anl COL Palmer, Blcg 2843
LTC Watt

1030 - 1200 GC.,rip III IntuŽvri.e,. (11 Peoý,le) Bldg 2844

I.V3XT;S: (1) Dr. Spexncer will have an office in Brld- 2844, P-omn A. lie
will . further interiA-..,s withi staff •nd1 stuc.mnts 1WV Lis,

che ho u.--,,-." ...... the weed.

(2) ..... -L... , e1 t a m!n, i I1rxj. o l . r do.z, av :.b2c.
to V... ,'.nce': fo.- his ,'eric,:
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Av- R.'4-OS 7 June 1978
SUPa.=T: Itinerary for Dr. Lyle Spen-cer, 26-30 June 1978

(a) Programs of Instruction

(b) Lesson Plans

(c) ACE Rports

(d) End of Course Student Critiques

.A{c) Phase II Evaluation Rep•.r (Course related)

(f) Bio-sketches of Staff

(a) Stu$.n-t o..)r__n (ran'.:, branch)

h. Cow-,-mr- , riefzi'.
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APPENDIX C

OETC Questionnaire
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OETC 4-78 (2) QUESTIOiNA!RE -- Fina-l leasure

This qucestionnaire is designed to obtain information w.hich will
eid the faculty and staff in evaluating and improving the couirse.

In addition, information may be used in the VETC Army..twide ev3lut-

Wtioo of OE. Careful consideration of each question is desired.

Entcr your nar,;• on the last pzi~e if you fcel ccifortý,Tle in
doing sc.

1
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Keypunch

Card #

A. Your Rank: 03 04,. 05 CIvilian ( )

B. Years of Service:________________________________________ ....( )

C. Branch of Service:___________________________________

V. Educational Backbround: (Check niost advanced)

1. Bachelors Degree

2. Sonic graduate work beyond Bachelor's

3. l4csters Degree ( )

.4. Some graduate work beyond tlaster's
I.

5. PhD

6. Other (specify)_________________________________

E. i'our assignment when leaving USA OETC will be (USAREUR,

TRADOC, FORSCO�, EiC): ( )

and you will be assigned to what level:

1. Installation 6. MACO��1 Staff

2. Division FIQ 7. CA Staff

......3. Separate Brigade 8. Don't know ( )

4. Directorate 9. Other (specify)

5. Service School _____________________________

F. , Your expectations are to work primarily as an: C )

* 1. OESO 3. Other (specify)

2. Instructor

* -110-



Keypunch

Card I

G. Answer the following questions using this scale:

1 - Strongly Disagree 4 -. Agree
2 - Disagree 5 - Strongly Agree
3 a Neutral

1. On the whole, I am very satisified with the faculty. __( :

2. The course has produced worthwhile behavioral changes ( .:
In me. . .

3. The course put too much emphasis on systems theory. _( )

. 4. The course put too much emphasis on individual __. .
processes.

S. The course put too much emphasis on group processes. __( )

6. The course put too much emphasis on tas'k orlcntation. __( )

7. The course put too-lUch emphasis on the four-step __( )
process.

8. The course has provided me with sufficient background __( )
to b, an effective OEM.

9. The class rooms are completely adequate. ( )

10. Inprocessi.:g into OETC was handled well. ( )

-- 1. Outprocessing from OETC is well planned. ( )

"-12. My adminstrative needs during the course have been __( )
adequately taken care of.- . :

... _._]3. The FTX is an essential part of the course. ( )

14. On the whole, I am very satisfied with the course. __( )
15. I am very satisfied with my decision to attend the __( )

course. .....

Please conment on any of the statements above which require elaboration: :-.i
________________________________________ _ _( ) :

*1 _ ____ ___ ____ ____ ___ ____ ____ ___ ____ ____ ___ ____ __._ :,

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ _ ).:
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Keypunch

Card P

I. I am best prepared as an OESo in the following area(s):

(..).:...

-(* ) " l;:

"- I. I amleast prepared as an OESO in the following area(s):"

• _~( ) ..
().i

' __ ( )

J. I 'ish more tire had been spent on:

_( )
___( )

(_1)

_. )

K. If I were planning the next course I would change the
curriculum as follows:

"__oi ) o

, ,|( -) ... .

L. The optim.al length of time for the FTX is ____weeks. __( ) :2•
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Keypunch
Card f'

M. How. satisfied are you with what you experienced during each
phase of the 4-step process in the FTX: (I.)

I didn' Dissatisfied 1!oderately Very
really with what I satisfied satisfied
get to experienced with what with what
it j I exper- I exper-

________________ i: 4 1enced ienced 4

"" 1. Step 1: ASSESS).IMT

Comment:-(.

• ~( ) '2

2. Step II: PLAMI,.MG _

Commen t: )' .•

3. Step III:
IMPLEMIEITATIO..

_______ _ .
Comment: '

StepIV:EVALUATIO( )

Coimncnt:-------

"N. Were you able to differentiate the four steps:

.. I___ NO, they blended together

2... Sometimes ( )

3 Yes, each step was clear and distinct

Co- -ent::
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Keypunch
Card 0

Following is a list of 44 knowledge areas which apply to OE. Using
",e descriptions below enter:a level for each of the 44 areas which
-rrentlv describes your own knowledge and one describing how you would
ave rated yourself just prior to starting the course.

LEVEL I (An. unacquainted with the subject)
I know so little about this area that most information would be new
to me.

LEVEL 2 (Could discuss)
I know this area well enough to discuss it and contribute information
to the discussion.

LEVEL 3 (Could discuss in detail)
I knovtthis area well eno,'. to handle any discussion/question that
might come up in day-to-c,4y cerations.

LEVEL 4 (Could teach)
I kno. this arce well enough to teach others to handle any discussion/
question that might come up in day-to-day operations.

LEVEL 5 (Mastery of Subject)
I have mastered this area sufficiently to be able to make a significant
contribution to this area of knowlec';e. -

'".WLEDGE ARFAS: EVALUATWION OF MY
.. . . PRESENT KIh.:,LEDGE

'*. . ,LEVEL(ltA 5) ( v.

DA HRD concepts and agencies and their relationship
to OE. . )

Army's Alcohol and Drug Abuse Program and how OE can
contribute. , . . " ( )

3. Army's RR/EO Program and how OE can contribute to its
goals. ..--- . -c )

No. to work with other HRD programs and promote mutual
outcomes.

.5. The history of OE in the Army. - C)

C. A systems approach to OE (e.g.. Kast & Ro'senzweig,
Leavitt. Huse, etc.). - )

7. The four-step. appro'ach to OE currently used in the
Army. -_C )
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(cont'd) Keypunch
Card I

LEVEL I LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4 LEVEL 5
Am unac- Could Could discuss Could M~astery of
•quainted with discuss in detail teach subject
subject

n.4OWLEdGE AREAS: EVALUATION. OF MY
- PRESENT KNO'4LEDGE

LEVEL (1 thru 5)

The effect of external factors and influences on
art orginization. . ( )

The use 6f an historical analy•is as an information
gathering tool.. .. ( )

The part the general officer plays in dealing with
large scale external influences. " -( .

The effcnt of irdivid'l, grop, and organizational
desired outcomes on the orgarizztion. - ( )

H Iow an individual , group or organizatio'n acquires,
taintainý, prioritizes, and changes its needs and
desires (values). ( ).

?. How indiv'idua-ls, groups and organizations use their
needs &nh desires to establish a direction (goal)
for action. . ( )

; How individual, group, and organizational needs, .:
desires and direction cf action are effected by
external influences. -.- ..... __( )

. How a leader or manager of an organization can bring
individual and group needs and desires in.to a single "
organizational direction of action. 4 . ___( )

' o-v to break a major action sequence into a series of
measurable. smaller blocks. •

7...H4*w an organization uses tools, techniques, and procedures
to achieve its dcsircd outcomes. - ' __()

•. How time as a tool can be managed by techniques and pro-
cedures. .- )

N. How to use timre/resource planning techniques to promote
desired organizational outcores. _

1. Ilow to use the techniques and procedures of the Compe- ""
-tent P'lanning System to promote desired organizational
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(corit' d) .. Keypunch
Card I

LEVEL I LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4 LEVEL S
Am unac- Could Could discuss Could Msery of
quainted with discuss in detail teach subject
subject

KNOWLEDGE AREAS: EVALUAT!O.11 OF MIY
PR.ESE14T I'.'O*,,L EDGE

- LEVEL (I thru 5)

"I. Fou, the formal ways an organiz~ation is put toget-her
affect the ways an organization goes about performing
its duties.

.2. How tar des-ign the formnal elements of an organization
to promote the desired organizational outco'-nes.( )

3. Now behavior of individvals and groups affect the per-
formiance of an organization. -(

.4. How individuals becoine unique persons through the
sel~ctive viewo of the world and h.ow, they make sense of
what they receive (perception and cognition). -- _

5. How an individual formrs his/her reasons for behavior
(motivation). .... ( )

v. 'How a group is fortnod, takes in new members, 6rganizes
itself to do mair, n~itains itself,. and craates and
solves problems.-

7. How. to prom~ote responsible risk-taking (predispose
positive chahge) in individuals, groups, and organi-
zations. .

"S. how an individual can control his/her own behavior r
and use this behavior to predispose behavior in others.ý

2-9. How to form a relationship with another person that
will generate information useful to understanding what
is going on in an organization.- )

30. hlow to gather information frc-i a group of people that
is useful in understanding what is going on~ in an organ-
ization.-( )

31. Novi to focus a 'roup's attention on a topic. -....

.32. How to create and use a survey to gather relevant

organizational inform~ation.-C)



(cont'd) Keypunch
Card I

LEVEL I LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4 LEVEL 5
Am urSc- Could Could discuss Could Mastery of

. quairited with discuss in detail teach subject
subject

K11OWLEDGE AREAS: EVALUATIONI OF MY
PRESENT KOI'EDGE

'LEVEL (I thru 5)

f'. low to u!.e the GOQ developed at OETC. -

How. !lo to com.bine a wide range of information in such a
way that It makes a single coherent picture of an
organization. - ()

-how to use a comprehensive understanding of an organ-
izatior, as a basis for fostering responsible organiza-
tiornal inprover.ent.

S"How to fced b?.ck survcy info.rmration in a way that promotes
in increase in organizational effectiveness.

-7. How to cfesign and put into acticn an educational program
for an organization based on gathered information. ,-( )

Ho. e to .iie gathered inforr.ation to promote more effec-
tive team, work in an organization...

1, t:hat part a iwanagcr or leader plays in the running
of an organization. ( )

-. IPcw a rmanarer or leader organizes the various parts
of an organization..* ()

How externil influences affect the behavior of a
maregcr/leader. "._-( )

How to promote OE in an ethical, responsible fashion
Without btccc.ing overextended. -. ( )

y3..•6v to conduct the Leadership and Management Development
Cbursr. (L&,.DC) designed at OETC.

' I. How to idantify ways to get into an organization

to do OE.

;. :ow milltary/civilian groups structure their interactions. -- ( )

"Special procedures (e.g., zero b.sed budgeting, ORSA
concepts) to address specific tasks. --- ()
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(Cont'd) Keypunch
Card I

ýllowing is a list of 44 skill (functional) areas which apply to OE.
nrter the level which best describes your skill in each of the areas.

LEVEL 1 (Generally unacquainted with subject)
I know so little about this area that most information would
be new to me.

LEVEL 2 (Slightly competent)
I know sorething about this area but do not feel comfortable
in applying it.

LEVEL 3 (Reascnably Competent)
I understand this area enough to feel reasonably co-,ifortable
in applylt, it.

LEVCL 4 (Am very, competent)
I underqt.nd this area corpletr.lyand feel competent in
apply'ing it on a d=y-tc--day b.sis.

LEVEL 5 (?Nastery of subject)
I have r.•asterLd this area sufficicntly to be able to teach
others hoi,; to do it.

FUtCTIONAL APEAS: EVALU' TL ' OF MY
PRESEFv ý LL LEVEL

Able to explain thn differing outcomes and approaches
of HRD as they relate to OE... )

L Able to locate and r.obil ize on-site resources that can
address issuas identified w;hich involve drug abuse and
RR/EO. . . )

3. Able to prcsent in a ccmnplete, accurate fa.hion the
history, present activitieS, and potential of QE. - _( ).

Able to dkscribe e.n Arny Organization In systemrs terrmis
(as a serice of interlocking parts). .. _(

-5. Able to understand an organization and its current
functioning fron an In-depth look at its history. ( ) "

.6. Able to understand your own needs and desires and

their effect on your behavior- ( )

'7. Able to worl: with others' needs and desires. ... )

Able to accurately describe the needs or desires being
expressed through behavior. -)
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(Cont'd) Keypunch
Card I

LEVEl. I LEVEL 2 LEVEl. 3 LEVEL 4 LEVEL S
Gener'ally Slightly. Reasornably Am very I1astery of
unacqu-inted competent competent conpetent subject
with subject

FUNCTIODIAL AREAS: EVALUATIOU1 OF MY
PRESENT SKILL LEVEL

Able to develop reasonable outcomes and courses of action
-'t achieve them that reflect the desires of the organi-
za t ion. - C)

"•. AbI. to i entify cle.r an-6 measurable results which
can ba accomplished in a specific organization. (

A, LAbI to use stepwise results of a course of action
leading to a designed outcome as a-basls for bringing
an or•aCitizatior, tosjether (M.1,). 0_

".,,It to assist ot"ers to maxiriizoe the usefulness
of tkelr available tirm.'.. (

Able to work with technical experts to pro',ote complete
orc~nnzational plannin.ig. " (

'4. Able to worl: with an organization to assist in imple-
misrting a cor'prehensivc pcrsersone planning system. (.(

A.. Able to assist in organizing meetings in a manner that
is m3sL 1 ikely to produce high qual ity plans to organize
or reo,'g-ni;:e.

5. Able to unJerst~nd and explain ho-. others are viewing
the work by observing their behavior. . H

7. Able to predict hoe.*' others will organize their behavior
when presented with various opportunities. C )

'. Able to understand another froe. the other's point of
view (e.g., Active Listening).

".9. Able to express myself clearly (e.g., .. essage). ( )

.30. AMble to miznage conflict. ' - ( )

21. Able to work as an outsider to assist in resolving
conflict be-tween others in a creative fashion.

12. Able to utiderstand, explain, and predict the development
of a group and the internal behavior of the group by observ-
ing its behavior. - C)
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a. (Ccnt'd) Keypunch
Card I

LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEl 3 LEVEL 4 LEVEL 5
Generally Slightly Reasonably Am very Eastery of
unacquainted competent competent competent subject
with subject

rU!,CTIO('.'AL AREAS EVALUATIO;N OF MY
PRESEN4T SKILL LEVEL

23. Able to assist others in taking responsible risks
and expand their personal horizons. -- (__

24. ,lMle t& use language to open and predispose construc-
tive inprove•;ent. - (

_ :,c to usn fully my personal attributes and to assist
ot. 1ers to use theirs. - (

c. Ab1e., to pla.n ard initiate a brcad information gathering
prcc:!'-n. basc: on the be'izvier in an orcoanization that
vill ernable in• to understard the oranization ;m.rc-co'xpl etely. -( )

:7, A-le to intervict, anotfsr person so that cooperation
and organizaticrally relevant inforF•ation is obtained. ( )

' L. to ,et a •roup lnvol,'d, create a clinaate that
encourages the opern sharinr of inform.z:ion, focus the
attcntior, of group r.'emhers on organizationally relevant
issues, and g~th.r info',,,'ation that, could lead to con-
strictive ii".,povemnnt.

.9. lAble to desirn and give a survey. . • - ( )
A.J

•J. Able to administer and int6rpret GOQ. -- ( )

"21. Able to orgvnize all inforcliation collecte-d into a coher-
ert whole. - ( "

-32. Able to present a complete picture of an organization
in both spoken and written for.n.

33. Able to conduct sessiors with the organization using
the gathered inforration to develop courses of action
to improve the organization. .--- ( )

"34. Able to use survey results to assist the organization
to deve'lp and implement constructive irproverbent. C )

.35. Able to design structured vorkshops to m.eet organiza-
tional needs arnd to prom-ote desired Ii:mprovement. -( )
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(Cont'd) Keypunch
Card I

* LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4 LEVEL 5
Generally Slightly Reasonably Am very Mastery of
unacquainted competent competent competent subject

* with subject

FUN(CTIONAL AREAS EVALUATION( OF MY
PRESEUIT SKILL LEVEL

.". Able to conduct workshops so that the desired outcomes
are obtained. , )

`7. Able to conduct worhshors or m.eetings that ,.esult in a
higher degree of team work. (

A. -ble to conduct the OETC Leadership and 1,Managerent
[)eveloprcnt Course (L&!.,DC) to achieve its'designedoutcomes. -" •( )

.9. AbSi to v.or successfully wilth leadors/managers at all
lcvŽis anc1 in all settings. (

J3. AMle to assist a leadecr/ma-nager tc, approprlitely structurc,
maintain, and improve his/her organization. .( *)

I Able to find and use the results of contact with An orSani-
7ation both to improv,, service to the organization and to
zdd to my ov.'n learning. ( )

". Able to discover and nobilize resources'other than r.yself
to serve the organi4;tion. ( )

-.3. Able to bl'fu others.'fornally and informally) on my
program..(." )

-.4. Able to lecture and answer questions on the'concepts and
principles Involved -n ry work. ...... ( )

-,5- Able to analyze current work practices and based on th
.4nalysis mao:e recom)r, oedations leading to improvement. -( )

,6. Able to assist specialists in the application of
-their technology (e.g., budgeting, job enrichment) in

the organil2ation. ( )

I.i
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0. Please use the following scale to respond to each of the questions
about inprocessing and administration needs.

I - Strongly disagree 4 - Moderately agree
2 a Moderately disagree 5 - Strongly agree
3 a Neutral or don't knoS n

I I received appropriate Information to aid aLy arrival at Ft Ord

2 1 received enouah information to aid my arrival at Ft Ord

3 My fincncia] needs were handled well

4 _4y reco'ds needs were handled vwell

5 My mail iwas handled well

6 11My distribution and niessage needs were handled well

7 1 received irnforr.atlon when I asked

8 T. The inforinm-ton I received was accurate

9 1 receivcd administrztive assistance when I aslked

10 Livirnqg arraerent_ s %;are handled well (%.,e have no control over
living facilities)

P. Plepse mzake suogeit'ins or provide clarification which relat. to
inprocc-Is-ing or administrative needs:

Q. Please Ldd 6n)' other coinents you feel may be useful or appropriate:

Print t'ame

Knoairng your na;me allow•.s us to build a moro complete data base in that
we can correlate your responses as students with your responses as OESOs
during future dcta collection efforts, THANK YOU for your assistance!
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